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Editors’ Page
As you climb the Supreme Court’s wide stone steps, you’ll pass James
Earle Fraser’s “Contemplation of Justice” statue on your left. This iconic
image, featured on our cover, depicts a seated woman in a regal pose.
One arm rests on a book of laws, while the other hand grips the diminutive figure of blindfolded “Justice,” who holds a set of scales. These are the
symbols of an American ideal: justice for all under the law, justice that is
blind to irrelevant distinctions, justice that is measured and measurable.
What does the poetry of our moment have to say on the subject?
What can it show us that we can’t find in news reports, commentaries,
and non-fiction books? From Tony Hoagland’s “Squad-Car Light” in our
opening pages to Jacqueline Allen Trimble’s closing portfolio about the
overt and covert forms of racism that still divide us, many poems in this
issue enact concerns about fairness—and what a wide array of approaches
they employ. In “A Rock and a Hard Place,” Deborah Paredez adopts the
structure of dictionary definitions to address the bitter history of relocation and dislocation among Native Americans; Gretchen Primack’s “R.H.
in the Waiting Room” evokes the tenderness and fear an incarcerated father feels for his young son within an imagined speech; Jacqueline Balderrama makes ruin vivid in a dreamlike take on Hurricane Maria. Other
poets explore more intimate forms of equity, set within the precincts of
love and family.
Later in this issue, you’ll find D. Nurkse’s “Poems, Prose Poems,
Decoy Selves”—an intriguing look at genre distinctions—and engaging
reviews of eight recent collections, some of which (like David Gewanter’s
Fort Necessity) address questions of injustice directly.
At the end of “Squad-Car Light,” Hoagland writes: “Remember
the ones you let go in your place. / Remember the ones all over the
world / who are raising their arms in the air right now, // then putting
their wrists behind their backs….” Poetry can insist as well as enchant,
reminding us of what we’ve forgotten or refused to see—and perhaps in
that way, it serves justice too. Not “poetic justice” with its arch, ironic
undertones, but the higher justice of our shared humanity.
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There is no simple formula for the relationship of art to justice.
But I do know that art—in my own case, the art of poetry—means nothing
if it simply decorates the dinner table of power which holds it hostage.
—Adrienne Rich

Tony Hoagland

SQUAD-CAR LIGHT
Too bad you have to be arrested to really find out what it is
or to be standing next to someone who is getting arrested
when the cops arrive in their ponderous vehicles—
the cruiser parked on your neighbor’s weedy lawn,
the beacon bathing the whole neighborhood
the cold color of strawberry jelly;
and the officers—so much gear attached to them
they clank when they walk—the chains and the handcuffs
hung from their belts,
the slender baton for administering shock.
This was the light which splashed the leaves
that night in the garden of Gethsemane,
the night they came to fetch the teacher
and spread him on the hood of his own car
—while the neighbors watched from
behind their flowered curtains
and the disciples slipped into the dark.
And now you must be starting to understand
what a vain idea it was
to call yourself a brother of mankind,
because now all you want is to be safe;
all you want is to be well out of sight.
For the rest of your life you’ll remember
this terrible night, red splashing the houses and trees.
Remember the night when your fear woke up.
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Remember the ones you let go in your place.
Remember the ones all over the world
who are raising their arms in the air right now,
then putting their wrists behind their backs,
finding out what it means
to be chosen, and frozen,
by squad-car light.
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THE POWER OF TRAFFIC
If you want to live in the city,
you have to understand the beauty of heavy traffic.
You have to love the thunketa thunketa of trucks at 4 am
bringing meat and flowers into the markets and stores.
You have to witness the cement mixer
at the intersection of Willoughby and Grant
locked in a confrontation with the garbage truck,
neither guy willing to back down, both of them together
making one compound of a man
who keeps telling himself to shut up.
If you want to live in the city,
You have to see the feeder roads and interstates
from high above, at night, rhinestoned and seething,
spread out like arms of an enormous nebula
or like an alien intelligence, gathering facts,
or like the branching nervous system of a centipede,
all tangled up like a mixed metaphor.
You have to understand that traffic has taken the place in our lives
of the wind and the moon;
you have to hear the hum of the parkway as surf
and the honking of horns in the morning
as a great migration of geese.
You have to lie in your bed at night with the window open
and listen to the music of the traffic:
the lonely howl of the ambulance siren
rushing towards the worst day in somebody’s life,
13
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and then for a moment the silence that follows
like the blank space hung between one heartbeat and the next,
as the cables swing gently in the wind
and the light changes from green to red to green.
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DAMAGED NERVES
Two years later I still have this dead spot
on the soft inside of my left arm
where the nurse couldn’t get the needle
for the IV in. I remember watching her forehead
crease and wrinkle like the sky
as she struggled to insert the long steel tip
into the channel of the vein
and missed, and tried again,
while I held as still as possible,
moving my gaze from her face to the wall
and back, knowing a bad memory
was in the process
of being created for both of us.
Through her starched white blouse
I could see the deep-cut roads
made by the elastic straps
incised into her shoulders and back,
like a punishment
she had taken on herself.
Behind us, other persons like me
who had come hoping to be saved
sat in the uncomfortable chairs
waiting for their turn,
and on the office window
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some crude crayon drawings
of stick figure children
had been taped to the glass—pictures
of kids playing outside,
tossing a ball on a field of green grass
under the yellow sun
of some harsh, violated mother
of a god
who no longer remembers
how to love; no longer remembers
how to feel anything.
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PLAYING PING PONG WITH CLAUDE BROWN AT YADDO

Manchild was long done
and behind him; he’d revisited
Harlem and seen its change.
The streets he’d known—
more dangerous now, the stakes
higher. Summer at Yaddo
in the pool house at the ping
pong table. I’d been taught
by boys. I put a mean spin
on the acetate ball and sent it
through the air, but it slammed
back at me faster than my eye
could take it in. My opponent
was kind but quick, full
of good advice. Hold it this way,
he said that day, and pointed
the wooden paddle down.
Hold it, he said, like a gun.
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DENIED ENTRY TO A PRISON
for a writers’ group, I fidget
in a molded plastic seat.
Wait-listed to get inside a place
everyone wants to leave, I stare
across the room at a thin woman
who’s brushed her long hair,
put on her best blouse and driven
fifty miles. Now she perches
on a blue chair, waiting to get
patted and probed, to walk through
glass doors that hum open
and close again. I smile at her
like the vacant fool I am.
A middle-aged couple emerges
from the sliding doors. They ask
questions at the desk, then huddle
together conferring. A prisoner rolls
a mop bucket into the john.
Everything is quite routine.
Men in our group spend decades
waiting out parole boards.
A name is called, and the lithe woman
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strides toward the barrier.
I’m watching. I’m not watching. I’m
reading. I’m checking the clock.
Almost an hour now. Locked up
as a teen, a man in our group
has been inside one hundred
ninety-two thousand, seven
hundred and twenty hours.
The couple sidles toward an exit
after an hour with a boy
who once ran the point
on his eighth-grade team.
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R.H. IN THE WAITING ROOM
—Western Correctional Facility

What kind of father wants his son to run?
Run. Tear the page in half. I’m in your jaw,
the way you move your small elbows
across from me. You’re in all of me. Find
what’s clean. Your mother’s house,
her love in your throat each night,
my love in the flickering bulb on the landing.
My air could choke you like blue dirt
packed. Don’t come back.
My cogs are jammed with grease,
limned with rust rime you’d sand
your hands on. That’s how ugly
I am inside. Find what’s clean.
Your mother’s hands.
A train car is neutral until the locomotive
hooks and drags it on,
stinking of grease and bones.
This is not your track, child.
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BASIC BIOLOGY
In our fourth-grade classroom
we shoved straw in a Mason jar of water,
placed it on a sunny window sill
and waited for biology to happen.
I sat behind Annie Correa,
whose hair smelled like cut apples
and whose freckles—a light constellation
across her neck and shoulders—
confused me. Thankfully,
the windows faced the empty playground
and not the street, not the field of alfalfa
across the way, not the filling station
where my buddy lived his entire nine years
with his parents in a little unit behind
the room where you pay for gas
or purchase candy or cigarettes. I had no concept
of what would happen in that jar.
Bacteria, microbes, molds—
the language now twists my mind
almost as completely as it did then.
Are they good or bad?
Do we like them? I knew
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Clyde Marshall had a bully’s buck teeth
and Annie Correa’s eyes squinted her smile.
Even then, I couldn’t comprehend
what I was for or why
the days tumbled along like candy wrappers
in the hot valley wind
that bent the walnut saplings
out beyond the playground.
What would become of that straw water?
What would grow? How could I ever learn
to understand people like my teacher,
who the fifth-graders claimed got in a fight
at the bowling alley and drove off the road
on his way home. What strange things would grow
in that muck, and how would they look
under the microscope’s cold glass slide?
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URSA MAJOR
He’s beginning to appreciate the distance
of the first person. When he writes, “I watched
a video of a starving polar bear dragging
its hind legs over iceless land,” for instance,
that “I” is days away, weeks even—and outside,
the kind of cold, clear night that likens stars
to disposable razors goes on. Maybe
the first person is a botanist, coming home,
draping her lab coat over a late Victorian
sofa and cursing its loose cuffs, which earlier
today brushed the top of the black counter
as she drew her hand away from knobs
that focus serious lenses, causing a petri dish
to fall to the linoleum floor in a room where
someone had just cracked a window.
Maybe, as that polar bear crawls and collapses,
crawls and collapses, gnawing at the bones
left in burn barrels in the deserted Inuit village
in her newsfeed, she thinks, I just want
to come home, whatever that means,
or maybe the first person stands in his garage
across town, polishing wrenches, if only
because he doesn’t want to go back inside.
Maybe the first person is the kind of person
who puts them in a drawer with all the rest
and drinks three Manhattans. This reminds him
of being a child and taking a commercial tour
of Mark Twain Cave. At some point
a guide asked all the tourists to watch their hands
as he killed the lamp. Maybe the guide
is the first person, or the sort of darkness
23
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he reminds them of, when he reminds them of
their own hands, is the first person. Whenever
he pops the light back on, they have no time
to realize there’s a place with no horizon—
beyond eternity and oblivion—before their eyes
can dilate and that place is all but gone.
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NOTE FROM UNDERGROUND
There’s not much room to move around. It keeps me up, I’m not
closing my eyes, even when there’s nothing to see—I don’t even
need to blink, not a winking bird or moth searching for light, or a
miner in the darkness looking for something to take away behind a
headlamp. The space is flattened like the interior of a silhouette: if it
has a size, it’s one of those massive objects that’s really compact, like
a star in a shoebox. As long as you’re on the bottom, it’s impossible
to fall further, I’m not even sure if it’s a punishment or a reward.
Underground, you want a lot of things, but you don’t want anything
very much, as if this is where the desire originates. There isn’t much
power, honestly I think it’s better when there isn’t any power and
nobody’s in control. Authority is mostly interesting when it is
undermined. I’m smoothing my hands; if I’m feeling tender it’s only
because of the night skin, tender because of where it is. I’m not sure
what to do with my valuables. Are they even valuable? And the dark
berries that aren’t poisonous as long as you eat just one—you can’t
eat just one. The same stairs that go up, go down—this is also the
way through the darkness. I often stand on one side or the other and
work my way around as the Musical Offering moves through all the
keys in order to return you to where you were, but it’s different
because of where you’ve been.
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INTERROGATION
They’re quiet, reserved, like people in the library. I don’t think
they’re dangerous, although people who are dangerous don’t tell
you when they are. Looking down, reading to themselves the way
some people sit in the library, at the library table, and read right
there. I don’t have anything to read. I’m not going to remain silent,
as in the library. I’m willing to cooperate, but I’m not insisting. Or
trying to be reluctant. I’m opening my hands to show them I’m not
holding onto anything, not even browsing, as when you find
something on the library shelves that you weren’t looking for. I’d
tell them what they want to know if I knew what it was. I take my
oath like an aspirin—I’m not going to bargain with them, even for a
benefit everybody is entitled to, even for the one thing nobody else
has. I’m not going to tell them what I don’t know, they can blame
me if they like.
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THE ROSENBERGS COME OUT TO PLAY?
I
The children wriggle
out the front door
of the apartment
and pause at the top
of the steps, talking quietly
and holding hands—hoping
the neighbors won’t notice.
(Julius is taller and thinner;
Ethel wears glasses
too big for her face.)

Is this the zoo? they ask,
then laugh as they wait
to cross the street,
both of them speaking at once,
watching the elephants
march by on their way
from the Midtown Tunnel
to Madison Square Garden
to join the circus.
A few of the trainers
walk alongside
the lumbering animals,
silently linked trunk to tail.
(Overhead, planes
carrying bombs
crisscross the sky.)
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II
Ethel stands on her cot
straining to reach
the window three feet
above her head.
She can barely see a patch of sky
and a cloud that looks like
a ragged piece of toast;
thick glass behind the bars
keeps the fresh air
outside her cell,
but she claims she smells
the river through the thick brick walls.
Somewhere in the men’s block,
her husband’s hunched
over a pad of paper,
writing letters to their two sons,
explaining that the name
of the prison came from
the Wappinger Indians,
who once owned
this place called Sint-Sinck—
another race exterminated
over sheets of paper
and parchment bearing
the names of dead chiefs.
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III
Two years after the trial—
two years since the last time
they saw each other—
Ethel waits for Julius’s turn.
She’s heard through the grapevine
that the chair has a hard seat,
and the leather straps
are pulled too tight.
She’s led in ten minutes
after his body is removed—
the air still thick with smoke
and the stench of burning.
He removed his glasses first,
just before the lights flickered,
and remembered
the march of elephants
outside the tenement door,
their smell mingling
with Ethel’s peppermint breath
as she leaned
close to his cheek
and whispered in his ear,
You go first.
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A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE
—Alcatraz Island & Petaluma, California (Summer 1970)

STATION v. 1. To assign a post, position, or place to a person: As when
my father is stationed at an infirmary in Petaluma the year before he’s
stationed at the 56th Dental Detachment in Phu Bai, Vietnam. 2. To
position oneself, take up one’s (preferred) place: As when the Indians
of All Tribes station themselves at Alcatraz Island for 19 months from
November 1969 until June 1971.
STATION n. 1. A place or position to which a person is assigned, esp. for
duty: As when the first protesters swam ashore and the island’s caretaker
abandoned his station, crying out over the radio: Mayday! Mayday! The
Indians have landed! 2. The place or position occupied by a person or
thing: It isn’t long after the Indians occupy Alcatraz and proclaim We hold
the Rock! that my father arrives at the Army Security Agency Field Station
in Two Rock Valley, named after a paved-over Indian Trail. This isn’t long
after the government had closed the prison and the light station on the
island and had declared Alcatraz surplus federal property in 1963. 3. A place
where a particular kind of business or service is carried out; a base or center
equipped for a particular purpose. Frequently with modifying word: Back
in 1913, a local newspaper giddily (and erroneously) proclaimed, Alcatraz
Island is to be abandoned as a military prison and converted into the most
modern immigration station in America….Those detained would not have to be
watched, as there can be no escape from Alcatraz. 4. A person’s position in life
as determined by external circumstances or conditions: Every Indian’s
station in life is marked by broken treaties like the Treaty of Fort Laramie
in 1868, which proclaimed all abandoned federal land should be returned
to the Indians who once occupied it. 5. A band of frequencies used by a
particular broadcasting company; a channel: Weekends my father crosses
the bridge spanning the bay and tunes the radio to a station playing
Joplin’s scratchy version of Gershwin’s promise, One of these mornings /
30
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You’re gonna rise, rise up singing. Sometimes he sings along, and sometimes
he keeps rolling the dial down past the static to a pirated station where
Buffy Sainte Marie is singing the treaties are broken again and again and
John Trudell is welcoming listeners to Radio Free Alcatraz from Indian Land
Alcatraz Island. 6. A place in which a person chooses to position herself; a
place or position taken up as a viewpoint: As when LaNada Means takes
up her station as a leader in the occupation, staying on for the duration
and managing the finances and meeting with lawyers and handling
reporters and looking after her children and drafting a grant proposal for
a park and an Indian cultural center and school on the island—though it’s
hard to know all this with the men getting all the credit. 7. The place in
which a thing stands or is positioned; a thing’s (proper) location: Graffiti
stationed at the island’s entrance: INDIANS WELCOME. UNITED STATES
INDIAN PROPERTY. Cf. LOCATION.
LOCATION n. 1. An area or region in which something takes place or
is situated; a setting. Frequently with qualifying adjective: Back during
World War II, the military base in Petaluma was called Two Rock Station
and was an ideal location for intercepting enemy radio communications.
By the time my father arrived, they’d changed the name and their tactics
and had transformed a corner of the compound into a Vietnamese village
for training the troops on-location. 2. The particular place or position
occupied by a person or thing: John Trudell’s voice breaks the airwaves:
The question has been asked why did we choose to occupy an abandoned prison
rather than a more desirable land location. The answers are many and to…
Indian people, they are obvious. Alcatraz Island is a symbol of what we Indian
people have today. It bears a remarkable resemblance to reservation life as neither
have enough water, there are no natural resources, and the government cannot
find any use for it. 3. Computing. A position or address in memory: Trudell
signals his location over the radio: Even the rocks which seem to lie dumb as
they swelter in the sun thrill with memories of past events connected with the
fate of my people. 4. An area of land occupied by a particular population
group, esp. one set aside for the use of indigenous peoples; a reserve.
Now historical. Cf. RELOCATION.
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RELOCATION n. The act of reallocating something; the action of
moving to a new location: Back in 1953, Congress established a policy of
Termination toward Indians, which sounds redundant but which actually
meant the end of government support for Indian tribes and protected
status for Indian lands and which led to the Indian Relocation Act of 1956,
which offered Indians a one-way bus ticket from their tribal lands to cities
like San Francisco, places where they often found themselves unsettled
and unemployed and suffering from a sense of cultural and financial
dislocation. Cf. DISLOCATION.
DISLOCATION n. 1. Displacement of a bone from its natural position in
the joint: As when my father drives the ambulance from Petaluma across
the bridge to the Letterman Army Hospital at the Presidio while the guy
in the gurney cries out from the split center of his body, from what the
medic calls a posterior dislocation of the hip. 2. Removal from its proper
(or former) place or location: Low on the dial, John Trudell describes
the dislocation of his people who are few and resemble the scattering trees
of the storm-swept plain. 3. fig. The state of being “out of joint” or thrown
into confusion or disorder; disarrangement: As when my father arrives at
the emergency room and the doctor on duty tells him and the medic to
take hold of the guy on the gurney and then proceeds with considerable
force to pop the hip back in place, and later, when the guy is up and
walking again and tells my father how he’s still got this lingering feeling
of dislocation, how once something’s out of joint, there’s no putting it
back the way it was before. As in the year to come, when my father and
LaNada Means and John Trudell and all the others are forced out, as when
relocation orders, as when one-way, as when static on the station, as when
years later my father and LaNada and John come home but still feel that
lingering sense of dislocation, as when thrown stones sink and settle
onto the storm-swept bay floor even as the ripples they’ve made shirr the
surface and reach for shore.
NOTE: On 20 November 1969, nearly 80 Native Americans, calling themselves Indians of All Tribes,
reclaimed Alcatraz and occupied the island for 19 months. The original occupiers included LaNada
Means (Shoshone Bannock), who emerged as a leader and spokesperson, and John Trudell (Santee
Sioux), who established and broadcasted “Radio Free Alcatraz.”
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AT DEAD HORSE BAY
It was a garden of broken glass:
horse bone and rusted iron, yellowed
slivers of ceramic plates, and gigantic
sour cockles caught
in soggy knots of rope and twine.
Our boots stuck to the mud
and our nostrils burned
as the low tide rose
in its raiment of foaming pearl,
and clots of purple algae
pulsed below us like witches’ hair.
We drifted for hours,
side by side—then separately—
fingering the green and brown glass,
our pale necks reddening.
The sun settled, and we became one
wrecked speck on the horizon.
What were we looking for,
a message hidden in a medicine tin?
A waterlogged catalog
of everything we thought we loved?
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LOVE POEM
I’m studying love:
how it circulates,
the logistics of its transfer
and consumption. How the frivolous give it—
they’re always giving it away,
yet they always have plenty. I make it
in my dreams, I grow love on vines, in arbors,
I pluck up whole fistfuls
and toss them in the air, and seeds
burst seedlings and sprout
endlessly, endless love everywhere,
and I’m preoccupied, distracted—
it goes on and on, love
grows to ripening, to bruising, shriveling
plums to prunes, love
sings me shanties of plenty,
it rains in great sheets
as if I could
gather it up by the bucketful
just to see how much I have, or roll in piles
of the stuff, though it’s blinding, love
burns in my pockets,
bores holes through my chest.
But how to live without? Without
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wandering the streets mad,
in shock? What is destitution,
what is madness
but to go on
wearing love’s cast-off clothes, charred black
and still smoldering?
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IN VERMONT
—for A.N.

But there was nothing in that bowl except the light
from the fireplace, which was almost substantial—
a sphere of peach flesh wavering in the porcelain.
It stood out among the glazed cat figurines, the coffee-table book
of covered bridges, barns, worn paths through the woods,
and the red carpet that smelled faintly of lavender and mold.
We imagined the vessel’s coned curvature cradled
some secret made visible.
Or else it was another
useless thing in that house littered with the stuff of generations—
like the night sky, which we’d traced earlier that evening
with outstretched fingers, naming the few constellations
we recognized. It was a freezing Vermont night,
and by the time we went back in, not having touched
except as friends do—shoulders, elbows, upper backs—
our hands carried the cold with them, skin constricted,
almost cracking.
Outside our window,
the spruces leaned toward the old house as if
confiding. Maybe they knew why stars
labored to cross light-years of emptiness
only to receive the payment of our naming them
gods of connect-the-dots.
I wish I could say
we fucked by the fire, gave the tired
old lights a spectacle to enjoy….
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Later on, when our relationship had started and struggled
and nearly run its course, that’s how we’d tell the story,
excited by the thought of such cosmic exhibitionism.
I’m sure the fragile bowl has gone dark since then,
its smooth shell, veined as if strained into existence,
shattered now, the fireplace gone cold.
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DIRTY LAUNDRY
We only did laundry stoned—just one of many things we only did stoned.
Clean, warm clothes against our faces. Fabric softener scent. Holly was
cheating on me, but we’d signed the lease together. Her “friend” was
married. We never married. We had a lease. Our clothes were fucking,
but we were not. Hilarious—or at least not completely tragic—when
you got down to it. Stoned, we got down to it. Split it down the middle.
Flipped for the last quarter. Three more months on the leash. Lease.
He wasn’t leaving wife and kids. And kids! We argued. Stung—I didn’t
want all of it. We had to share the sting. I moved into the cold room,
where we stored the duplicates when we moved in together. Thus, a
bed, and the sheets I was washing. Suds sloshed against round windows.
Look at those suds, I said. Holly smiled. We didn’t talk about whose
detergent made those suds. We swayed in unison to the sounds that
were not in unison. We loved each other stoned on laundry day.
The old women were grumpy and grabby. Crumply and crabby. They
shouldn’t have to go to a laundromat. There should be a rule: after you’re
70, someone else does your wash. No questions asked about granny
underwear. They lived in dingy apartments across the street above the
bar—we’d looked at them ourselves, when we looked anywhere. We
were under 30. Holly pretended she was lying about her age, but she
really was 29. I was a kid, 25. That’s why you’re jealous, she said, you’re
a kid. I’m not jealous anymore, I said. Just uncomfortable. We need each
other for rent, we agreed again. We bent, close, and embraced clothes
still warm from thrashing themselves clean. I could feel her breath. She
smiled, her face pink for a thousand reasons. Stoned, we lived together
three more months. Our math was shoddy. The final bills, all in my
name. The married man was true to his word, but he loaned her money
she had no plan to repay, given her unveiled threat. You do what you
gotta to pay the rent, she said.
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This is all many washings and dryings down the line. That night in the
bright lights of the 24/7 Laundromat on Eight Mile. Outside, no stars,
no moon. Windows full of darkness, pressing in, rattling glass. We were
two siblings spending the night at Grandma’s, smelling her sweet sheets,
staying up past our bedtime, telling secrets. In our memories, we were
never closer. If you don’t believe us, ask the old women who always told
the truth. They had nothing to lose. Ah, I said. Ah, Holly said. Then
touched my face.
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DRY CLEANING
—for Louie

The clothes go ’round and ’round,
				 ethereal spirits flying
through the air
		
in plastic sheaths but harnessed
by the curved head of each coat hanger—
					that super-ego of the clothes,
anchoring the freeflowing id. She desires
a brief affair, a freeing
		
from restraints, to leave
behind, for a time,
			
husband, children, routine—
but not for long. She realizes
			
she needs them. The movement
stops, several hangers are
			
removed, placed on the staid
and static hook next
		
to the cash register to be taken
home. Hot, she walks
		
down the street, arms
full of limp clothes,
		
their covers clinging uncomfortably
to her skin as she hugs them to her—
				
hangers upside down,
loose and useless. She recognizes how
					this very restraint
allows the clothes to dance.
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LIFE, OR SOMETHING LIKE IT
I did have a life, or something like it at least.
I had friends and family and a dog.
I had a house with a closet full of clothes.
I even had a husband, a husband who read
More books than I did, because I had to write.
Then one day, a wintry day, things began
To leave. My husband left books out on the porch,
And the pages froze to one another like
A marriage. They could not be turned by hands
Or flipped like a spy. Without books, my husband left.
Where did he go? I do not know. Somewhere
Where there were books, I imagine. The house
Was emptier, but I still had my closet of clothes.
Then they began to go, too. Each dress, each blouse
And sweater, my much-loved jeans. They rotted on
Their hangers, and the house followed suit.
Friends and family were long gone,
And finally my dog left too. He needed
Food, and I had none. That was when
I understood it was time for me
To cross the water, to follow the mesmerizing
Sun (as bright as electricity)
To Elysium, where the shades are less
Than full-throated, less than sharp-sighted,
A likeness of yourself minus the crazy
Energy you remember you once had,
Where taste is merely an imitation of taste
Because life is merely an imitation of life,
And yet you love what life you have left,
Might even rise from the bed, might even
Walk, might even undertake to locate
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Your lost husband, that man who likes to read,
But how will you find him? You’ll search
Libraries and bookstores, the volumes chittering
Like birds, your little dog returning home,
Gardens returning, warmth returning, life
Returning at last—the past now today.
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THE HALF-LIFE
Of his clothes,
I kept one T-shirt.
Gray V-neck, Northern
Pacific patch in front.
The train line ran out
years ago.
I don’t know
if he ever traveled that way.
I liked its loose-necked
romance, the imagined wildness
it tried to clothe. I liked
its frayed sleeves,
summers with a splitting maul,
fall put up in cords
of beech and sugar maple.
I liked the enduring stains
a life of silence
half-tries to vanquish
~
The line by the house
doesn’t lead anywhere
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you’d want to go.
North-South with the freeway,
air shuttle routes
overhead, their tracks
contrails in a blue sky.
There’s a depot and side rail,
a single train crossing to the north.
A couple of boxcars gather wind
and wildflowers. How do you decide
to move on? How do you decide
to do anything for the last time?
The train never comes,
and then it’s gone: one echo fades
as the next comes into range.
It’s the same destination
but a different ride.
What changes is the view—
the way death gives a chance
to better love
the living world,
freighting us past the future
to a life we might wear once more.
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~
I’m wearing the shirt today,
gray
with a little black
around the edges.
I can feel
its retired warmth—
old coal
between the rails,			
once converting heat
to something like distance,
its half-life
expired like husks
of clothing,
another crop of lupine,
or what remains
of a passing life.
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HINDSIGHT
If you look over your shoulder
to see what’s behind you
a neck swivels only
so far into the past.
If you turn your head
the finch pecking thistle
at the feeder out the window
turns to memory
and the dark puddles
from yesterday’s rain
are air today the way
ghosts evaporate
while in the cemetery
of the dead and their dead
the beautiful earth
brims thick with bones.
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LANDSCAPE WITH CHARON CROSSING THE STYX
—after Joachim Patinir

We lived above a funeral home
rent free, so long as we answered the phones.
Mom went to work. Dad and I played
hide and seek in showrooms, burying our laughter
in floor-to-ceiling curtains.
And when the game was badminton, we’d watch—
rackets in hand—as errant shuttlecocks
bounced across the tops of caskets.
We tip-toed upstairs
as if afraid to wake our neighbors.
“Sleepers,” my father said, “they’re sleepers.”
“No, Dad,” I replied.
At night, I’d lie awake in my parents’ bed,
snug as a corpse between them,
and watch as headlights filtered through
Venetian blinds, ghosts crossing the wall above my head.
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EVERYTHING IS WATER
I found the urn in the closet behind
a box of Polaroids—including one of you in our yard,
lying in the grass, legs lifted like tuning fork tines,
raising me into the air as if I were sound—our world
wired by the vibration in my laughter. I want to ask
if you remember that day—how you teased me about the way
I ate pizza, watched as I separated pepperoni
from cheese, how I told you I liked to feel the round discs
on my tongue and imagine I was swallowing the moon—
how I ate so fast and how afterwards, we couldn’t cure my hiccups,
chest seizing each time I tried to speak,
how you said: Now, there are three things about you

that make me laugh, but wouldn’t tell me the other two.
The night I got the call, I ran outside to watch the rain
cradling light in the parking lot, stood for hours
before I could go back inside. Now, the urn is empty—
rinsed out—and I’m reminded that even after death,
the body fails us. You chose fire, but sometimes
everything is water—ashes dissolving in a Virginia river,
kissing stones before you disappear.
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FROM THE BOAT
Out here on the water, we can see
the faint lights of Wheeler through fog—
the tavern and grocery, the shotgun houses
all sloping toward the bay. We can see
tire ruts on the clear-cuts, roads
to nowhere etched when the mountain
was a city all its own.
Today, we’re out for a joyride.
Sun and salt wind, what’s past a dim backdrop
against now. Ahead is the sandspit
and hours before the tide turns—
a nice white wine in the cooler,
crab cakes left over from dinner,
all of it saying we’re not from here.
Town of rusted locks and dry rot,
snus cans and spent shells along the road,
scent of souring driftwood in the air.
Town of high-school girls boiling crab
at the bait shop, fishermen hauling up
their dark harvest of tides.
They say that in winter the Roosevelt elk
lumber right down First Street
on their way to the shoreline,
where they lower their enormous bodies
onto the sand and sedge for the night.
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WHAT I KNOW ABOUT FIRE
It can jump a river.
Embers can travel twenty miles
to land on a porch.
Night after night I watched the moon
rise like a copper coin above the skyline
of lit cedars and death-dry firs,
above the smell of dirt and burn.
Now, finally,
rain: roses pummeled,
chrysanthemums battered limp.
Over the thrumming gutters
I hear my thick-voiced Russian neighbors
coming in from their car.
I don’t know what songs they sing
to their children or what they would leave
for the flames.
What do people put
in their suitcases and set by the door?
We were told to have plenty of water
and a metal box for our papers,
to charge our phones and wait.
Now the air smells like thunder.
Rain will swell the wooden sill
if I don’t close the window soon.
When the yard dries out,
there’ll be basil and mint to bring in,
summer’s finally quenched tomatoes
splitting their skins.
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INSTRUCTION
I show my niece how to arrange the kindling
in layers, to leave enough space for embers
to gasp through. She is a diligent student,
mirroring the breaks I make in sticks
too long to stack, placing each in a careful
scaffold. It feels right to build something
with someone who doesn’t know how.
If she truly understands what comes
of this work—that the point is to make
something so it can be best destroyed—
then I’ve taught her well. But the fact
is, when she sees the pile taken by flames,
she’s the one who knows best what she’s done.
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LOOK
It was beneath a slab of gravel-flecked cement
that my sister’s fingers were crushed,
her earnest reach over the well’s covered lip
brought suddenly
to stillness, as if it had been a pupil
into which she stuck her hand without thinking of the price
so often paid by rooting around in the dark,
the lids that snap shut.
It was between that well’s stone cover and the blade
of a shovel that my fingers slid
to hook beneath and pull,
to somehow stand and open a slit wide enough
for searching.
It was from my lips that the call came to look,
from my mouth the instruction
to feel. She did. And I let go. I was too weak then
to either hold on
or pry it back open. Whatever connection
can be made between that
and what’s happened since,
I’ve missed. How my body’s faults could be complicit
in her pain.
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There are days when I think I’ve finally figured out
how to lift the weight, and days
when I know the most I can do
is not look away.
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“ALAS ” TRANSLATES TO “WINGS”
—following reports months after Hurricane Maria

In one video, an old woman is leading the camera
through her flooded home.
I read from subtitles. She’s saying
that when the roof flew off,
the devil came in.
What can I do but repeat: The roof flew off ?
Her home has been opened to the sky,
and its rooms (painted yellow, pink, and blue)
are impossible to live in.
The bed in which I do not sleep
stands on the shadow of its reflection
in water I did not try to sweep away.
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ABANDONED HOUSE
The heart cannot be cradled the way a hammer can,
the nest egg of the iron head resting in the crook of your arm.
We were in trouble with our grandfather for being in the house
with the fallen stair. It sat in the cornfields of his land but had once
belonged to someone he knew, a boy with a school cap and squirrel gun.
A house without humans is a place you don’t go, he said—
and also to respect the country church, boarded over,
from which we stole ancient hymnals with cracked red skins.

What do you girls want tools for anyway? he asked,
returning the ladder to the hook. We kicked sand and danced
like rabbits, we caught creek blacksnakes and ate
wild grapes. Where were you? he said. Walking, we told him
and kept our hands by our sides. Later, he buttered a dozen
thick slices of white bread and told us that with appetites
like ours we’d soon eat ourselves into weddings
we didn’t want. Whatever, we said but held our breath
in the morning, tiptoeing past the room where
he lay sleeping, returned from third shift at the mill.
By rote, he’d rise and clean the chicken houses until two pm.
By rote, he’d rise and beat the chaff from the grain
on the clean-swept threshing floor. The cats followed him
at a safe distance. The cows called to him with their
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milky insistence. It’s dangerous to walk in a house with no floor,
he warned us. Don’t go there. He said he’d nailed the door,
but we had already learned that anything
can be entered—anything pried open.
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LINES FOR SUMMER
We pull up gray clay from the lake, paint ourselves, sun
’til the mineral tightens, the water tugs—
and we’re more fish than kids. We’re gone in a flash.
Only the lake knows where we are,
every direction coming home to the body.
At dinner, we bet on sunset, watch above our bowls, sure
we can see the waves the sun drops through, as though under
a microscope. Of course we can’t, but the mind can:
it brightens with that riot of closing ranks before black-out—
the very edge of the mind carving up the light.
Mom lights the candles. Dad says, Thanks be to God!
And if a thin red line ducks under his rolled-up sleeve
that’s a shriek: it happens so fast, day’s end,
seems like it never happened, the sun
behind him in the water, and he’s half-dark, tangled
up in the light and dark, wind pulling, waves shouting; the part
when he catches you—sand, blur, hush—
your clay skin dissolving, a ghost, a pool at the surface,
into seconds, minutes, into that blare of elbowing waves,
as bubbles—those tiny realms—rush to break
where laughter flat-lines. It was just a joke, you know.
Before dinner, in the mirror, you’d seen dusk. Just a joke,
the record skipping like time, shuddering, everything smudged.
You combed, dressed, put on shoes—no bathing suits at dinner.
Your mouth was the straight line of a fish’s mouth, and it’s achieved:
a stillness—a tin eye for the dark, every direction coming home to you.
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NOWHERE
When my father pulled the blue Biscayne over
to the side of the sand road cut-off,
I knew we’d reached that place in the Meadowlands
he called the middle of nowhere.
Alone in the back seat over the drive-shaft hump,
I could feel the Chevy’s springs give
when he stepped out and waited for my mother
to get behind the wheel and try again.
A hot wind gusting off Snake Hill lifted a tuft
of his thinning hair
while he waited for her to come around
the back bumper and glide into the driver’s seat.
One slaughterhouse-stained hand held
the door open as the other
guided her frilled sleeve past the greasesmudged weather seal
and leaned on the gutter of the blistering roof
until she’d buckled her lap belt.
Gold tooth glinting in the dog-day sun, he passed
in front of us, slid into the shotgun seat,
reached into his pocket and tapped out
a smoke from his pack of Kings—
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then struck a match that sent a spark blazing
through the air between them.
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RAGE AS BIRD
When my mother puts the red bird
in her mouth, the beak-flint strikes
her tongue, sparks and catches.
This new tongue fills her mouth, spreads
to eat her whole face: a black circle ringed
with flame, a roar sucking in
the cold air.
		~
I know how it hurts her,
and I run from it.
		~
In the story I tell myself later,
as the mouth grows, the universe enters
and she becomes space, big enough
for the moving stars.
		~
In the story I tell myself,
she does this in private, without me,
the way someone might change
behind a folding screen. Our planet
rises, and on it my mother sits beneath
a spill-leaf maple the bird lands in
to sing with her about dry grass and matches.
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THE DREAM OF THE ROOD
The mines were abandoned, silk mills closed, the railroad reduced
to one line, one long low wail at 2 am.
The town’s reason, gone. Stripper pit/strawberries/stripper pit/corn.
Coke-caked smokestacks, brick pink
in morning sun. Hollow train barns, canals silted in. Stores boarded up,
stained-glass fan windows still parsing light,
the dance pavilion’s million small panes chalked white. Sick rivers
and orchards, stick thickets in ground
gummed with tar. Each corner’s bar facing a church, the horizon’s broad band
of blue mountains gashed by gravel
where the power went in. Or where, the tale tells, a giant was crushed
by the burst sack of his own greed: each stolen child
replaced by a stone and the sack re-sewn by the last one to leave, a girl
with sharp shears who knew when not to knot the thread.
I wanted to be the girl with the small sharp shears who could balance
a child with a stone, who knelt in a glade
and laid sticks at right angles to build her own house where the violets,
her friends, had tender faces and leaves.
Woodland paths ferned and footed with teaberry and mayapple, supplicant
moss raising small ochre cups to catch rain,
and always the rain, or clouds sodden with the idea of it, pressing down.
Home was where I went to be alone.
Fourteen elbows at table, seven faces in one mirror, a babble and blur
in which each tended his or her bright bubble
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of silence alone—my mother deep in her book, my father in his sweated bottle,
my brother’s visions of splintered dry ice,
my sisters tranced and speaking in tongues—I lived in a world traced
by the footprints of sparrows on snow
but narrated myself an English orphan with imaginary and very small friends.
“Honey, I’m worried for you,”
my mother said. “People like us just get knocked down.” My brother and I ran
in the hot dark to hide, hoping not to be found;
we played Statues; we played games that taught us, when touched, to freeze.
The first poet I understood had been dead
for twelve centuries when I read what was written in stone, in the language
of tree and pain, and a voice with no name
called out to me, called me alive across time; he or she called me,
and I began to remember it all.
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MIGUEL
His mother cleans my house twice a month
and no, she doesn’t have papers.
He is every healthy nine-month-old child
in his limpid perfection and re-invention of grin,
llama-lashed eyes, toffee skin.
He sings out round, hollow vowels: dog sounds,
hello sounds, good-bye sounds.
He blows me a fat-fisted kiss. Sometimes
I’m allowed to hold him or take him outside
into our picket-fenced yard,
where I teach him to let the dog sniff his hand.
After the election, I think of my son
who under Hitler might have worn the black badge
of the mentally impaired, and maybe
been euthanized. When Miguel visits again,
I can’t see him without remembering
the photos taken by my father, an army medic
at Dachau. You know those horrors
of boxcars and bodies, smokestacks and smoke—
but widen the lens just a little, and you’d see,
not far from the camp, the neatly fenced gardens,
thatched roofs, and doors painted blue.
In one photo, a tangle of pale skin
and tattoos, with villagers milling around
dressed as I might dress to run errands—
comfortable, practical, warm. Their tidy homes
were about as close to the camp
as the ICE Deportation Center in the town
next to mine. In another, villagers
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dig a mass grave while soldiers stand guard.
My fingers curl around something hard
and unforgiving as I am handed the spade
and made to dig.
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MY BROTHER’S KEEPER
Following a Ku Klux Klan meeting on the outskirts of town,
the home of my brother, the Reverend A. D. King, was bombed.
—Martin Luther King (from Why We Can’t Wait)

I am, of course,
my brother’s keeper.
I have always been
my brother’s keeper.
We have always been
our brothers’ keepers.
His home is our home.
The bomb on his porch
is the bomb on our porch.
The men who leave
the bomb in the darkness,
they are ours too.
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BOGOTÁ, 1964
At the entrance to National University
a light turns red My father stops the car
I’m in the back seat of a Chevy squeezed
between two brothers I’ve never heard
of the Vietnam War Our black license plate
identifies us as Americans A crowd circles
Grown men yell pick up stones rock
the wild car Someone lies down in front
of the wheels My mother rolls down the window
pleads But I’m a student here A young man
jumps up on the hood His voice stays
the storm my flooding tears The road clears
and a man thrusts his head inside our window
says Be glad your children were with you
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APOCALYPSE
When I say country, I mean there is a line
drawn with bricks, people
like quelled fireworks—
flames and anger on their faces;
the file of dirty cars waiting
to race past the checkpoint and the folded arms;
the vintage blue sky letting go
of clouds; how we ran out past our neighbor,
past the orchids into dunes
while saying nothing to anyone.
At the front, a soldier cocks his gun and shouts,
“Come down, kneel down!” to my father, who is not dead yet.
I remember our car and its trap mouth,
my family as a paper boat. God:
a monosyllabic prayer to reinvent the world.
Kneeling means dying; my eyes are fixed
on the soldiers and the faded name tags sticking
to their chests the way my father’s knees stick to dirt.
Dust rises incessantly, my sister muffles her sneeze
as it sneaks into her nostrils.
My father’s in his 40s, his skin dark and sweaty,
his hands glued to his chest as if he is sinking.
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NOW NIGHT
is the seed of exhaustion,
the folklore of the broken heart.
Here comes the guitar made man.
Here comes a hare leaping over the grave,
a truth brigade, a long-lost relative
enforcing sleep with an air grenade,
love and its grinding gears,
hate and its lullaby.
Is a combine, a land mine, a centurion
barking orders to the Lady of the Lake
beside myth’s broken fuselage—
the gorgons’ breath, the wailing nymphs,
fraudulent fruit groves
drowning in the foam of talk.
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EIGHT MEN ROWING
Eight men are rowing
the patriarch into a dream.
His tears are feeding the river
on which they row.
The river turns to city streets
bearing his name, wide with esplanades
and shade trees.
Out of the dream
the patriarch has the look
of a lost child with trembling cheeks.
What happened here? he asks.
His teeth are in the drawer.
His pants are loose around the waist.
His eyes are brown dots
driving out the light.
He once thought he owned
the morning and the night and let
the afternoon bear down
on steaming streets that bore his name,
where no one was allowed to walk
or talk except the eight men
who rowed him to the sea.
He sits on the beach
and lets the waves tickle his feet.
He wears a blue swimsuit. The sky
is like his belly but rounder.
He barks and there is no one
to listen or obey. The eight men
disappear. His children ride
their rocking horses to their own dreams,
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his women turn to other gods
who smoke cigars and beat their chests
and drive fast cars in Miami without end.
The patriarch pants and sways
as if the wind were shaking him
to follow the caravan of years
under the sheets’ white billow.
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THE DISAPPOINTMENT OF THE CANTALOUPES
Why do cantaloupes wish to resemble the moon
when, after all, they are filled with seeds, with sweet flesh?
When, after all, they grow along the earth and do not partake
of space, the freezing altitudes the moon moves within?
Why are they not content to be as they are: sunset-hued
beneath their grooved rinds? Instead, they admire the moon,
its cold, withholding demeanor, the pocked face that seems
ground from dry bone. The moon is lonely despite its grandeur,
while melons roll in beds of dirt and wish to burn nightly
with the glow of the sun. They are undone by human fingers,
by knives and teeth—not so the moon. The melons linger
in dusky fields, haunted by flies, tied by tangled vines
to soil. They are weighed down by their role: to multiply
themselves, thus to multiply sorrow—giving nourishment
to blackbirds and wolves, to antelope, insects, children.
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TWO WINTER LANDSCAPES
A brown-backed flicker risks
a second-base slide
into the juniper outside
the window beyond our desk,
the white rump and brown wing feathers
mimicking until he matches
the bare trees and snow patches
on the far hill together.
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TOO MUCH SNOW
There is too much snow,
even for the woman at the window,
warm, in her green robe.
She is trying to count the flakes,
gauge how deep the snow can be,
when two men, both in black, ascend,
their coats and hats identical against the vast white.
They’re twins, she thinks, or old friends, judging
from the way they lift and lean together, slide as one
over the shifting mounds and into the plowed street.
But then they part ways,
each headed to his own dark corner,
their boots leaving a sudden silvery trail.
With no one else to see them home, at least she tries,
watching them until they are shadow,
merged with the night and beyond her sight.
She knows they will only go as far as they must.
Now it’s just the long street she follows—
a straight stretch of veiled ground
that comes to the cold river
where the water stirs and waits, too, for direction.
The woman pulls away from the window,
back where her husband and son are asleep,
and wonders where, and for how long, she has been adrift,
in such white stillness, under what charcoal sky.
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REFUGE
You didn’t have your cane. The winter wind made you
weak, and it was dark. You only had a little way to go.
You leaned against a stucco wall I saw once
in your travel books. You wanted aspirin.
Your scarf was much too tight. Your hat
was gone. Something more was wrong. You’d lost
your wedding ring. I brought a cup of water
and two pills. I brought them through the snow.
I brought a cap that didn’t fit. You should have been
deep in your shadow’s boat, a little bit asleep,
a reed between your teeth. The snow, if it was kind,
would fall again like old magnolia petals
loosening all at once because it’s time—
and go on falling, filling your boot tracks.
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LATE WINTER RAIN
i.
The late winter rain puddled on the snow
and pushed against the fieldstone foundation
of our house. Nine months pregnant—pajama
legs tucked into muck boots—you took a mattock
from the shed to chip a sluice through a snowbank
and steer the flow to where it would do no harm.
ii.
Your water broke later that night,
and the river beside the hospital
was choked with plates of ice, parking lots
cordoned off with caution tape that trembled
in the gale like forsythia whips.
Lovely and grave, you glided toward the ER
with me a step behind, holding my umbrella
above you even as the wind pulled it inside out.
iii.
I bring you home from the same hospital
decades later, a wheelchair in our trunk.
The blockage in your brain has cleared, the flow
restored; but there’s so much you’ll need to relearn,
and I’m helpless again, following your lead—
a useless fool with a broken umbrella.
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TWO BOYS ON THE ICE
They’ve ventured beyond
their first tentative steps
to stand in the middle
of the ice-covered river,
our eyes turned toward them
as we drive across the bridge.
It’s the bright sun that has me
seeing tomorrow’s headlines,
the adults shaking their heads in disbelief.
But for now they’re held up by the ice, just
two boys thrilling to adventure, not
the ones who walked past warnings
and dropped into dark water
that carried them past the only hole up.
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LIGHT PRESERVES
If I had the power to preserve,
I would not trap lightning
in a bottle, would not catch even
a spark of electricity in a key
dangling from a string in a storm.
What I’d want to save for later,
when winter whitens the windows
and shadows overtake the room,
is the plainer blue of dawn—
brighter today for the way it presses
through the sky behind a line
of bare, black apple trees,
their shriveled fruit encased
in skins of ice like secrets held
too long. I know this blue
will never warm me with fire.
Still, I’d store it in jars on a shelf
for the nights when I wake sweating,
twisted in sheets, starved
for tomorrow’s reliable light.
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MORNING FOG, LATE SEPTEMBER
The house is cold, no heat
from the woodstove, temperature
in the thirties outside. Fog
has settled in the valley, keeps
the day at bay, though there’s a glow
that’s trying to burn through.
I lie in bed with the covers
pulled up, arms out to record this
on paper. I should rise and put
wood on the stove, begin the many things
I must do this day—but the fog
holds me down, the cold keeps me
wrapped in covers. I glance again
out the window and see the second
electric pole down the driveway emerging.
The glow on a curtain on a south-side window
suggests the light is burning through.
The forecast calls for sun, a high about
seventy. Now the tree line across the field
appears, dim in the thinning mist.
I feel myself drifting toward sleep. All
our lives, drifting toward sleep, always
a fog in the distance. Outside my window,
details are growing clear: green grass
along the driveway’s edge,
earth brown in the field after harvest.
I can make out the cornstalks left standing.
I can see leaves on the distant trees.
There is a pattern repeated in the limbs.
Is this how it is—slowly a broadening
vision, no matter the cold that surrounds us?
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TROPHY
A tiny, perfectly white moth hangs as if posed
in flight in a natural history museum, its wings
angled up, held there by the almost-invisible silk
of a spider that is not in view. The moth is not
a bundled catch, does not appear drained of its juices,
is so white most other whites would appear soiled
when compared. Its wings are white, its thorax white—
pinpoint eyes the only black against the white of its head.
It is not caught in a web: a few threads hold it up,
the way a child might hang a model plane, or an exhibitor
some delicate display. Were it not for lack of motion,
it would look to be alive. But it does not move,
does not flutter, shows not the tiniest quiver that would be
a testament to life, even when warm breath is gently applied.
It simply hangs from the porch roof, a trophy, as untouchable
as a museum piece lest its delicate white wings be broken.
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WHITE CAT
He skulked at the edge of our campsite
watching us, a white cat, and I looked up
from where I sat by the fire to watch him back.

Look, I said, maybe if he crosses our path
that will mean good luck! And sure enough,
he padded on his little paws outside the edge
of shadows and disappeared behind the car.
When he didn’t appear on the other side,
I got up and looked beneath, and there he was
positioned where the engine ticked and cooled,
where it still let off a little heat.
I saw then how his coat was matted and dirty,
how his sides caved in toward his middle, his ribs
like the framework of a small boat heaved up
on some crag of shore. He hissed and his eyes
gleamed cold and yellow. I knew he’d been
abandoned, a small spark of fur and spit
escaped from some rock-heavy bag flung off the side
of a bridge. He hissed again and I backed off.
Later, I saw that he’d crept out to watch
us again. I tossed a bit of bologna
from the cooler. He sniffed at it and flicked his tail,
but he did not eat.
All day we’d hiked and crunched through fallen leaves,
and there were bluebirds flitting in the bushes.
There were mice and voles beneath the crush of leaves,
living their lives, not knowing when the fox would pounce,
the hawk swoop down. It was late into fall.
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That night it thundered, and the clouds
let down a torrent of cold rain.
The next day we woke and packed to leave.
From time to time when the white cat comes to mind,
I like to think of him grown large and fierce,
living in a leaf-choked culvert—not warm but warm enough—
and all the little birds around in danger.
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CRIME SCENE
You find a headless chicken in the back yard,
its body clawed and flat as a pinata,
feathers sticky and strewn across the shrubbery
where you’ve always known a fox lives,
and you’re happy to see that someone else
takes his work home with him, even
if it means dragging a dead thing by its neck
and leaving it at the door for someone else
to find. This isn’t offered as a gift, the way a cat
places mice in the shoes of its owner,
sharing the wealth of its cunning in the one
selfless act a cat is capable of: even if
it’s a killing—it’s a killing for you. No,
this crime scene is an act of what?
Laziness? Contempt? Gluttony?
You won’t call the neighbor, report
the way his Sussex hen, whose paisley
cape looked like a Victorian table setting,
is now a stain that makes dogs go berserk
because the fox and the hen and you
now have something in common,
a secret held between gritted teeth—
because as you shovel the wreckage
into a garbage bag, the sun catching
on its marble plumage, you know
it’s beautiful in the way only a thing
that’s been hunted can be beautiful,
like a goal in the distance, a shiny thing
you can’t see clearly until
you’re standing on top of it,
the mess you’ve made
of your life.
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WE’RE LOUDEST WHEN WE’RE QUIET
1.
Michelle’s mother gets into a fight with her ex-husband’s
new girlfriend in a Burger King parking lot, says she didn’t
start it, but she kicked the other woman’s ass. She laughs
about it. She gets so drunk she ends up gagging
with her face on the toilet. She married three times in the past
three years. She’s sick of her children. Her children are sick
of her. Michelle remembers that when she was a child,
her mother would tell her she didn’t love
her father anymore, that she got no pleasure
from having sex with him anymore, that he wasn’t her
real father anyway. Michelle remembers her mother’s dead
face when she kissed her father every afternoon. When
she was sixteen years old, Michelle’s mother married an older man to cross
the border. Michelle was a tiny lump wrapped in blankets.
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2.
Michelle’s sister calls her, says their mother’s beating the younger
kids again. Michelle drives over to take them for the day.
They argue, yell at each other. Michelle’s mother
tells her that if she thinks she can do a better job,
then she can take the two little ones. She’ll sign
the adoption papers and give them to her. And there’s truth
in her voice. She tells Michelle that she didn’t have
a youth because of her, because she was pregnant
with her when she was a teenager. Michelle’s mother works
at McDonald’s, as a hotel maid, packing fruit
in a factory during the summer season. Michelle tells her
that if she didn’t want any children, she should have kept
her legs closed. After that there is a moment
of silence.
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3.
Some days, when the mid-afternoon light comes in
through the window in slanted beams, she stands
in the kitchen making beans or peeling
a pear with a knife, and she stares at a painting
on the wall—a white woman teaching her daughter
how to play the mandolin. They both wear white
dresses, sit on a white couch over a white carpet. The woman’s
left hand curls over the mandolin’s neck, her right
arm around the child’s shoulders. And the daughter reaches
for the mandolin’s strings, for her mother’s
fingers. She thinks about the desert then, its brightness,
its quietness. The knife cuts the pear’s skin, and she
stares at the painting—at the woman captured playing
mandolin with no sound ever coming out of it.
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THREE DAYS BEFORE THE MARCH
ON THE PETTUS BRIDGE, 1965
Early March
Ice crystals dissolving in the morning mist
My sweatshirt long discarded
I’m ten years old—a tall girl
Lean and strong
Baseball cap snug over ragged hair
Chopped off by my mother
To make things easier
Glove tucked under my arm
Handed down from my brother
Who had long since abandoned me
And the game
For the glory of football
A last failed attempt
To win our father’s love
The leather’s well worn
Oil worked hard into it
Warmed from nights
I tucked it under my breast
Keeping the scent of the game close
Pickup games—
There’s nothing I love more
No adults
Just little kids learning from the big kids
How to hold the bat
How not to be afraid
Of your first curve ball
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When anyone gets hurt
Or bleeds or cries
We laugh calling out
Rub some dirt in it!
We stay at the park
Until the light no longer
Catches the arc of the ball
Then ride our bikes
Down the alleys
Whooping and hollering
Clothes filthy as a good pitch
Clothes torn from the slide into home
I know I’m gonna get my butt beat
					I don’t care
But today I stand
Behind the catcher
Outside the fence
My fingers entwined in the metal
Welcoming the way it digs into my skin
Little by little
This world of dust and sunlight
Disappears as the men arrive
And claim our field
With rules and regulations
And Little League uniforms
I didn’t know this could happen
Didn’t know they could break this heart
Didn’t know they wouldn’t let me play
The game now and forever
Only for boys
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OF ALL OBSERVANCES
My father’s scorn for other races hid in
descriptions of their being dirty or shifty.
Or shiftless for the way they lingered
in streets, mindless of anyone’s need—
his, mainly—to drive clean through their
sections of town without finding another
way around, dismissive himself
of all observances, of any day of rest.
Speaking of those days in the car when I was young
(and innocent?), I learned, as soon as he turned—
began with the word dirty—to leave, squirm,
part by part twist away: a piece of paper ash.
Still, some days I think about how many times
I wasn’t with him and wonder why he’d
do that, why he’d drive me away. Did he want
to save me from following? I doubt it,
continue with: Where did his scorn originate?
Who hurt him that badly, who turned him? I never
got the chance to ask. Once absorbed,
where does hate go, how does it move through
us? Without a fix, I always come back
to the cliché, twist—everything in his path,
anyway. Twisted. Though the times
he said hate, it was only about cats, especially
our black cat, Cinder. He named it. He called it.
“Hate that cat. Hate it,” the it chomped down
with locked contempt no animal ever showed.
But here it comes, the only time my mother
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ever purred, “Well, would you take a look at this.”
We—my sister, my mother, and I—peer out
the kitchen window over the sink, cranked open
a crack to our back yard, and see my father
wheeling Cinder in his wheelbarrow, dipping,
weaving, as Cinder clings to steel. How? Why?
My father’s rare side exposed—playing alone
with his concentrated load in a wheelbarrow.
Joy toying with his heart as he toyed with ours—
chanting “Come on,” to Cinder, as if to us,
“Where do you want me to take you?”
In my mother’s hunger for her children to see,
or for my father to, she cranks the window wider.
He recognizes the crank’s squeak, glimpses us
squeezed together in the frame, sees himself caught outside.
He flips the wheelbarrow, and Cinder flies.
Then he rights it, walks it toward its tipping place
behind the shed, as if this were just another
concrete home-improvement project—as if
what we’d just seen had never happened at all.
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Poets Introducing Poets
Honorée Fanonne Jeffers Introduces Jacqueline Allen Trimble
As the young folks say, let’s keep it real, shall we? These days, when you
are black—or, Black, with a large “B”—the personal is always political.
Some of us tried to ignore that fact, but still, here we are. I won’t call any
names, or call this willfully blind attitude “hubris.” I will call it “hope,”
which is a beautiful thing, isn’t it? I’ve been tangled in hopeful snares myself, many times. We—and by we, I mean, African Americans—wanted
to believe that it was possible to disengage from daily realities of racism,
and its twin, painful American history; but again, here we are.
For these reasons, I’m particularly grateful for Jacqueline Allen
Trimble, who saw what was forming on the horizon. As a native Alabaman, she has experiential knowledge that this country has not overcome its bloody past—not by a long shot. In the following portfolio of
her work, you’ll find, “Counting Race,” a poem about her light-skinned
mother being chased by a car of white men who mistook her for a white
woman cuddled up to a black man:
The car of white men pursuing her
wanted a word or two
about her white legs, her blonde head
thrown back, her fingers in his woolly hair….

In her poem “Allies,” the speaker accuses white liberal friends of harboring the red meat of racism: “your parents taught you to love everybody /
your father used to hire black workers / your mother marched with
King….” This calmly spoken rage continues with the triptych of “Oh,
Say Can You See,” “Nat Turner Returns for His Stolen Parts and Finds
a Sermon of Rage,” and “Parable,” work that scorches the page with its
condemnation of America’s violent history. These poems explore the intersection of racial terrorism of the past and the present: the mocking of
an optimistic national anthem, when one considers the current violence
towards black folks; a resurrected revolutionary’s request for an assessment of black rage; the story of a white farmer that upends the assumed
racial dynamic of slavery.
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Other poems here pretend to be quiet, but then, the speaker invites politics inside her house. “How to Survive the Apocalypse” moves
between leisurely contentment and active preparation for death. First,
there is joy before the end of the world: “Please yourself / incessantly
and loudly,” a bald, erotic statement by a woman who claims her present moments, yet returns to the lessons of history, which can never be
discarded: “Survive the lynchings. Like your ancestors. Live / by rage
and joy and turpentine.” Again, we cannot forget the past and its cost to
those who came before us.
There is new familiarity in these poems when Trimble writes truths
we did not know until forced to confront them. Then, we understand,
and we wonder why we never saw clearly before, as with “World Economics,” a poem about global misery and the interconnectedness of people
throughout the world. Yet class and race disrupt these connections: an
affluent woman feels good about herself for giving her used clothes to a
place that will carry her secondhand charity back to Africa, that exploited
continent:
A woman drives down a boulevard in Alabama.
She is headed for Goodwill.
Her SUV is crammed with bags. Crammed
With discarded T-shirts.

The woman referenced here is an actor of oppression, while not even realizing it. And how many of us—of whatever race—have congratulated
ourselves for kindness to those less unfortunate without considering the
reasons behind that lack?
Trimble’s domestic poems are equally strong as her clearly political
poems. In these, she walks leisurely alongside the reader, then quietly
whispers a devastating—indicting—phrase, as in “My Son Says the Moon
Landing Was a Lie,” about the loss of innocence. A woman remembers
her own childhood transgressions, how she once stole candy and lived
with the guilt: “In Sunday School, we learned / the wages of sin are
death.” As a mother, however, the speaker confronts a lie told by her son,
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engages her own hypocrisy—for hasn’t she been a liar and a thief?—and
her eventual need to forgive, though the latter, we assume takes place off
the page: “I hear myself say, ‘Truth is all / I ask.’ The words hang like the
moon / above us both….”
Trimble’s themes are powerful, surely, but her craft is equally
noteworthy. Many times, the craft of African American poets who
write about history and/or contemporary politics is ignored. Instead,
the “power”—say, the moral indictment inherent in poems about racism, white supremacy, and racial terrorism—overshadows the fact that it
takes work to write good poetry. Yet political poems have gone through
several—if not dozens—of drafts. And during the writing of those drafts,
the poet has sat through grief, anger, and a sense of hopelessness. There
is a cost to craft, and thus, it should be said that, yes, Trimble’s power is
on display, but so is her guiding hand. Her sense of timing is astonishing.
She pushes readers toward an emotional peak—then pulls back. Then,
another nudge. Then, another pulling back.
This is a poet who has patiently allowed her craft to blossom: a
grown poet who has seen some things throughout the years, from childhood to adulthood, and is wise now. “We was girls together,” Trimble
writes, quoting a line from Toni Morrison’s Sula. She’s speaking to the
reader, who is, perhaps, family or fictive kin. And we girls were “Good
girls / ‘Yes, ma’am’ girls,” young African American girls who were reared
in the old ways.
I know those girls. Like Trimble, I was one of them. Oh, there
were a time…and Trimble tells of it with nostalgia, a looking-back love,
even though that time—that history—was not always what it should have
been. But we have our memories, which we will not let go. No matter
that remembering was viewed as old-fashioned, as out of step with the
times—and may be again, soon. In these troubled days, we who were
black girls are black women. Bold black women. Wise black women.
Strong black women who won’t stop, can’t stop. And thank God for that
truth. Thank God for this poet.
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HOW TO SURVIVE THE APOCALYPSE
Eat grapes daily. Peel them first. Stitch
the skins into bulletproof vests.
Kiss old men. With eyes open. Breathe deeply
Bay Rum and formaldehyde.
Visit grocery stores. Like touring museums. Count
the dwindling rows of kitsch.
Read comic books. And the Apocrypha. Absorb the Torah,
Koran, and Kama Sutra.
Bathe in public. In famous fountains. Drink of lakes, rivers,
the waters of Flint.
Stop making love. Or forgo virginity. Please yourself
incessantly and loudly.
Study penal systems. Japanese internment camps. Post
about the Holocaust, Jim Crow and the Trail of Tears.
Learn to barbeque. To sauté narcissism. Kill politicians
and derelicts for protein.
Survive the lynchings. Like your ancestors. Live
by rage and joy and turpentine.
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MY SON SAYS THE MOON LANDING WAS A LIE
When I was five, I stole hard candy
from the Winn Dixie, reached in
an open bin on my way out the door,
dropped the root-beer-flavored prize
in my coat pocket, as if I’d been a thief
my whole life. My mother, holding
my right hand, had no idea of my other’s
chicanery or what deception my sweet face
could already manage. At home,
moonlight fell through my window
like a blessing. I ate the little barrel
lying on my bed, still in my yellow coat.
In Sunday school, we learned
the wages of sin are death. Yet no one
ever said how delicious
each dying moment might be.
My son is facing the wall,
poised on one leg. He has lied again.
This is his punishment. His straight back
fortifies the lie he will not give up
for reason or money. Years will pass.
His leg will become a pillar of salt,
his eyes will turn to stone,
and I will break like cooked sugar,
lacking the courage of his small body
or time to stand all day.
I hear myself say, “Truth is all
I ask.” The words hang like the moon
above us both, and I remember
I have never liked hard candy
or root beer.
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ALLIES
I can’t believe what you say, because I see what you do.
—James Baldwin

Thank you for letting me know
you voted for the black guy
you are sad when you think of segregation
you are angered by your family’s attitude
you have boycotted businesses on my behalf
you never use that word
you disapprove of those who do
you protest Confederate monuments
you give to the NAACP
you have made many woke signs
you own tons of woke T-shirts
you never would have owned slaves
your parents taught you to love everybody
your father used to hire black workers
your mother marched with King
you loved your black maid
your black maid loved you
your favorite singer/actor/writer is black
you never see color
you have two black friends
your boyfriend/husband/girlfriend/wife/babymamadaddy is black
your child’s best friend is biracial
you admire Oprah so much
you admire Beyoncé so much
you admire hip hop so much
you love that MLK
you wish you had my skin
you wish you had my hair
you wish you were a strong black woman
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you have to have that sweet brown sugar
you had to tell your daddy he raped you
you have to keep peace with your neighbors
you have to keep peace at the office
you have to keep peace in your church
you have to stay true to your upbringing
you wish we would let it go
your grandfather did not know any better
when he grinned for the camera
beneath the charred body
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OH, SAY CAN YOU SEE

		

No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror of flight or the gloom of the grave
—Francis Scott Key

Those slaves at Fort McHenry
never had a chance
to kneel.
Probably dead before
they hit the ground,
like that boy shot
twenty times,
his cell phone still
smoking in his hand,
his grandmother’s back yard
a burial ground
not sacred enough—
nor was his body
a temple the cops
dare not enter.
Maybe if he had
wrapped himself in stars
and stripes, someone
would have unholstered
a hand, placed it
on the heart
and begun to sing.
Patriotic songs
of the brave:
Lift every voice
My soul looks back
Before I’ll be a slave
I’ll be buried
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In my grave.
How many black bodies
must fall to hallow
these urban battlefields?
This is not a rhetorical
question: I am asking
for the exact body count.
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NAT TURNER RETURNS FOR HIS STOLEN PARTS
AND FINDS A SERMON OF RAGE
Nat Turner makes the slow trek through
the attics of America. He wishes
to pull himself together. He knocks on doors.
And the ones who answer clutch his parts like charms.
And the ones who answer call him “apparition,”
“ghost,” “spook.” No matter. Nights,
he creeps between the sutures of history
and takes himself back. Nat Turner walks
through America. He meets a black man.
“Hey, man, how does your rage fare?”
The man says, “My rage is as coy
as public impotence
as long and blunt as a billystick
as black as a cruiser
as careless as a traffic stop
as pale and slender as hand-rolled cigarettes
as real as toy guns
as bloody as blood
on a white T-shirt
in the front seat of a paid-off hearse.”
Nat Turner walks tall through America.
He meets a black woman. “Sister,” he says,
“how does your rage fare?”
“My rage,” she says, “is a dragging by the hair,
a fissure in the head, a shuttered eye, a city-wide lie, Lord,
a you-shalt-not, a page-five story, a that’s-my-baby,
a bomb unmoored.
My rage is a dead girl smiling,
a dead boy sagging, a dead man breathing,
a dead woman swinging.
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It’s as nimble, Lord, as a sassy tongue.”
Nat Turner lifts his eyes to the hills.
The whole of him is avenging angel.
He absolves the wicked and blind with his sword.
“Lord,” he prays, “Lord, Lord, Lord,
build a hedge of protection so high
we can’t see a thing but our rage.
Let rage keeps us woke all night
and all day. Let us sharpen our daggers
on its whetstone. Let us lower our blades
again and again for mercy and love.
Our rage—yes, Lord—our rage
more powerful than despair,
able to leap tall headstones
for generations.
Hallelujah.
Amen.”
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COUNTING RACE
“Wait a minute, wait a minute, hold on, just wait a minute,” he said,
trying to put on an all-knowing smile. “This is called statistical noise.” 1

Day after she walked downtown with her dark husband,
her alabaster arm looped casually through his,
her hazel eyes sparkling with laughter,
my mother ran through those same Selma streets,
down quiet sidewalks, across every friendly
back yard until she reached home
and the welcome of neighbors.
The car of white men pursuing her
wanted a word or two
about her white legs, her blonde head
thrown back, her fingers in his woolly hair. Too bad
they couldn’t see her blood.
How can we measure one drop?
By thimble or spoon, by paper bag
or fine-toothed comb? Once, the lexicon noted
the count—hexadecaroon, one-sixteenth black;
octoroon, one whole black grandparent; mulatto, half
and half. We don’t like to talk of it that way,
or remember on the 4th of July that Sally Hemmings,
quadroon, one-fourth black, bore Thomas Jefferson six children,
or think of Strom Thurmond, rabid segregationist, taking
the fifteen-year-old daughter of his maid to bed.
How he hated miscegenation. Even his own blood
in a mulatto daughter’s heart could not sway
his rant against her voting rights. How he loved
untainted blood, as much as that man
Craig Cobb, white supremacist, disputing a DNA test result that he was 86% European
and 14% Sub-Saharan African.

1
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on the talk show yesterday who wants to build
a white town for whites like him. He smiles
beneath his certainty, his eye calm
as the Dead Sea. He does not know purity
is a trap as treacherous as gerrymandered
districts and black-on-black crime. He does not know,
until the host tells him, the parsing of his blood:
one-seventh black, nearly an octoroon,
almost as black as my mother, child of a tobacco-colored man,
mixed race, and a quadroon. I can’t remember
what they call that or if I ever knew.
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PARABLE
There was once a farmer in Lownesboro, Alabama,
a fertile little shit hill in what they call the black belt.
Let’s say he was “white,” though that means as much
as saying he was “ostrich.” He did okay selling organic
rutabagas and baby lettuces to bistros and vegans. Good
neighbors, beautiful children, a spouse he loved. His life
was as ideal as a real estate commercial. One Tuesday,
strangers kicked in his door, the one his grandfather hewed
with an ax and spit. He grabbed his weapon. But there were so many
even he didn’t have enough bullets. And what did these strangers want?
The farmer’s best daughter and favorite son. Whom they stole. As if
they had been lawnmowers or bicycles. He called the neighbors together.
Damn if their kin weren’t gone too. So, what did he do?
He went on. Even after he heard what happened to all those children
and it was worse than his worst thought’s worst thought of what could happen.
He went on. As if the children never existed. Where else could he go?
Several hundred years later, let’s say a Tuesday, for circularity,
the progeny of the farmer’s daughter and son were sitting at a table
hewn from the bones of their ancestors and spit, when one
of the sons of the sons of the sons who stole them asked,
“Aren’t you thankful your people were brought here to our fine country?”
Beloved, do you think those children should have smiled politely,
because they had come so far and all that ugliness was such a long time ago,
about an hour or so, and at least two of them were sitting at the table
(the one hewn from their bones, the one they had to scratch like crazy to get to)
and why be inhospitable or make people uncomfortable over something
some long dead relative did at least five minutes ago, or why
show ingratitude to a country that gave them the chance to hew tables
out of their bones, then forbade them to sit at them? Or do you think
those children should set that son of a son of a son on fire?
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WORLD ECONOMICS

A man stands in the Kenyan desert. He
is not Kenyan but a refugee. Both
guest and stranger, he claims no country, and
no country claims him. Not even the one
which stole him from his mother’s care to make
him a soldier. He gazes toward the place
he once killed a man, and the place his wife
and children live without him. Behind him,
the world is made of thorns. His belly is
full of hunger. He has traded a day
of food for phone minutes. Each time he talks to
his wife is a morsel of bread. His child’s
first steps were a bowl of rice. He wears a
lavender T-shirt. Disney World, it says.
Mickey Mouse smiles across the faded background. The woman who bought it lives in Alabama. The daughter she picked it for lives
in Tennessee. The man in the Kenyan
desert has never heard of these states, but
he knows the place on his T-shirt is the
happiest place on earth. He posts a picture
of himself. He smiles and gives a thumb’s up.
“Chillin’ at Disney,” he writes. Africa pretends
to be Epcot in the background. Here is a life
he can make for himself. The woman
who bought the shirt has never been
to Africa. She went to Haiti once.
A mission trip. There she saw a girl
making pies of government dirt,
sugar, water, something else. Thousands of pies.
She saw the people buy and eat the dirt. The girl
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took the money the woman gave her. The woman
threw the pies in the hotel trash.
A woman drives down a boulevard in Alabama.
She is headed for Goodwill.
Her SUV is crammed with bags. Crammed
with discarded T-shirts. The joy of giving
wells up in her heart like the pride
a man who is not Kenyan feels. So many likes
and loves for his made-up vacation in America.
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“WE WAS GIRLS TOGETHER” 1
Hand in hand. Good girls. “Yes,
ma’am,” girls. Girls with pink rollers
and dresses long enough. Shoulders
covered in church. Ankles crossed.
Girls with edges. Known to throw
elbows. To flip boys into place
with our new hips. Bare our teeth
in grin or grimace. Girls dancing
in the school gym. Tossing our hair.
Our bodies as elegant as satin
gloves. Our hearts certain and unbroken.

1
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Essay
POEMS, PROSE POEMS, DECOY SELVES
By D. Nurkse
How to distinguish among literary genres? My friend Robert Hershon
quotes the following definition of the difference between poetry and fiction: “Poets go to poets’ parties, and fiction writers go to fiction writers’
parties.”
That may settle it. But I can’t forget a passage from Ralph Waldo
Emerson: “The inaccessibleness of every thought but that we are in, is
wonderful. What if you come near to it—you are as remote, which you
are nearest, as when you are farthest. Every thought is also a prison; every
heaven is also a prison. Therefore we love the poet, the inventor, who in
any form…has yielded us a new thought.”
Does poetry by its nature allow us to transcend the determinism
of cognition—to see thought from a distance? Does a poem explore consciousness as well as its apparent topic? How might that work? Emerson
doesn’t really explain.
Poems surely embody the poet’s identity over time, thanks to the
agon of revision. A poetic thought reflects the author’s Tuesday and Sunday, summer and winter selves, maybe even her childhood and old age
avatars.
And every poetic thought is also refracted among the reader’s mind,
the writer’s mind, and the mind of the persona the poem suggests as its
speaker. Everything happens in the mind, on the page, and in a made-up
“real world.”
Perhaps each poem is in dialogue with its predecessors—each
poem a little world made cunningly, but in multiple volatile dimensions,
like a hologram. When Shakespeare asks, “Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day,” he’s writing an opening line, schmoozing a lover, creating an
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imaginary poet in the process of creating an imaginary poem, nudging
the reader’s associations, and winking at a host of prior love poems.
If every poem creates a decoy self, a putative speaker, a prose poem
does so a bit more coyly. Lineation and stanzas partake of the sacred—
how we mark off territory to be an altar, a stage, a soccer pitch. A prose
poem jettisons that vatic sheen. It might be somewhat humbler, or fauxhumbler—less a dramatization of heightened identity and more a generic
voice, ad hoc—an articulation of circumstance.
In my prose poem “The Thicket,” one of the five you’ll find in the
pages that follow, Jesus enters. I don’t have the religious chops to sustain
that in a lineated poem—but in the prose-poem sequence I’m working
on, “Her Fragile City,” I don’t worry too much about consistent authorial
identity. It’s fluid, circumstantial, a tad impersonal. I hope to let a little
air out of the poetic balloon.
Prose poems can be willfully disingenuous—Why do I call myself a
poem? They might align with newspaper articles, blogs, memoir, sports
writing, the fable whose speaker is everyone and no one; or with annals,
Baudelaire’s tense experiments, Max Jacob’s embryonic novels.
But the prose poem’s ultimate ancestor is the parable. It fascinates
me that this primal form is crazy accessible yet deliberately withholds its
teaching. The message vibrates in its blatant encoding. Kafka says: “If you
only followed the parables you yourselves would become parables and
with that rid yourself of all your daily cares.”
That’s a long-term project.
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LETTER FROM TWILIGHT
They are removing absence from the world, she writes, siphoning it off with giant vacuums.
Once there was my lover, and his mysterious departures. Now it’s just LOVER, LOVER,
LOVER. Once my father judged me with a level glance over the real estate section, then
disappeared for months. Now everything is “father content.” Brioche crumb glinting in the
butter-moist pocket at the corner of his mouth. Deep adenoidal sigh. I get no rest.
The tall avenues, the boarded stores that rent sofas, the windows glittering with a ferocious
abstraction—walk there and your lonely accusing footsteps will be encrypted in a single remote
intelligence.
This is the dream: a city without death. Every pang, every quibble, preserved forever. The little
children drawing chalk mazes on the sidewalk pause to document themselves. To prove he is
actually sitting on a stoop eating a ham sandwich, an aging traffic cop takes a picture of himself,
and another, and another.
The sparrows have permission to bathe in dust.
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A SECRET
Those shadowy trees were a little like birches in their ghostly sheen, like elms with their
vase-crests, sycamore for their whirling burrs, maple for fissured bark, oakish in their
deep-bayed leaves, almost cedar in their sweet reek, and there the child was hiding. I
hunted for her. At my side, the skeptical old dog paused to piss on a chanterelle whose
pallor annoyed him, or a blade of arrow grass. I called, the entirety of silence answered. As
if I were facing God. All because my responsibility was a secret. The day was drawing to a
close. Sometimes the dog froze and pointed, but he meant: are you kidding with this farce,
old age, a gimpy metatarsal, all the senses dulling, even pain, so the horseflies buzz at a
remove, as if behind a scrim? When he began digging furiously, he meant: what is waiting,
in this black loam, to console me? Evening touched the tip of a fern. At once the child
called me, carefully, a voice imitating a voice, from inside the mind. Who I am, not my
name. She called me into summer, darkness, Morne Lake and its upside-down forest.
There she crouched under the ribs of what had been an upturned rowboat. She had a
baby thrush in her cupped hands. Can we keep it? Maybe we had to—it would smell of
her, we’d never find the nest. It chirped faintly, at intervals you could count. The child
held it with infinite care.
I carried her home on piggyback. The dog preceded us by a few steps—suddenly he was a
scout? But not guiding us: those paths were just spaces between trees, the track to
Sunderland identical to the Ball Mountain trail. Occasionally I knelt, while the child
balanced on my shoulders and kicked me very gently. I felt for an acorn shattered by my
coming. Like a braille reader, I groped for the weld of my own boot print. That urgent
absent voice, rescued or betrayed, called every seven seconds. And the dog pissed on a
glowworm before its pale flash could make the dark impenetrable.
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THE PASS TO DOMODOSSOLA
Gratitude, she said. It’s not a matter of accounting, returning what’s due, much less the
issue of being right. These mountains are sheer. If you aren’t grateful, you miss a turn and
die.
So I tried to force myself to be thankful. For what? I was old, my teeth wobbled. I itched
to pull over—there was no berm—and piss for as long as it might take, under those
dripping blue pines. Gratitude for the car’s admirable suspension—it was a dented
Camaro—or for the billowing fog? Surely for her beside me. I could sense her acrid
nervousness, but also her confidence. Praise the taillight ahead of me, an involuntary
guide. The headlight behind, the spur of its indifference. The clarity of the drop.
Everything was mechanical. I forced myself. But what did I expect—to arrive at a
col in my own mind?
Homage to whom? To what? Do you want to get to Italy or not, she said, reading my
thoughts, or perhaps I’d been thinking out loud.
When we came to the moraine, green cracks in ice, I was telling the faint swerving white
line: thank you! Thank you so very much! A crag disappearing upwards said we were
descending. And she had relaxed into herself, she was fiddling with the dial, you could
hear static, the first faint phrases of the music.
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THE THICKET
In that forest, everything knew it would die: even the pileated woodpecker, even the horned
toad, even the little dot that tops a too-green wavy club-moss tendril.
I alone had no idea. I didn’t even know what death was. An end? A beginning? Nor did I
understand identity. What am I, a voice?
Still I found the path—or perhaps just the fortuitous gap between those astonishingly dark
pines, so tall they didn’t seem to be pines at all, just towering presentiments. I followed it.
Can I tell you how strange it is to enter a landscape? Far ahead the trail snakes, that a
different I will come to, turning as it must: we are in the high mountains, so high they are
invisible, we follow their contours. But why we? Because you are with me. We take turns
leading and following, so narrow is the track, if it is a track, through thorns, nettles, the
bear’s lair, and now we begin to climb. How I hope there will be a view—of the valley, the
vineyards, perhaps the opposing mountain.
I know it’s steep because I can hear your ragged breath, louder than my own heartbeat.
Perhaps I should ask you: how did you find your way back down from Mount Tabor?
From the dazzling snows, the world at your feet? Back down into the fog, and now the
thicket? Have you come to guide me? Or is that arrogance?
Once or twice I touch you, on the cuff or the sleeve. I sense damp sweat, and you flinch.
You pause, and hold back a branch, and I step into your forbearance.
But here even the stones know they will be ground, tonight, into a powder too fine to see.
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THE BOSSY CHILD
The bossy child says: brush your teeth. Wash your face. Dry behind the ears. Comb your
hair. Eat your salad. Tie your shoes. Carry me.
The mountains are exactly like the mountains in dreams. All your life they towered in the
distance, blue as the skin of a plum, but once you enter them, nothing much, just another
twist in a path already twisting, a ragged edge to your breath.
And beyond the mountains: a city like this one. The same swaying foliage, identical
broad avenues, so empty, you might wonder if you were in a city at all, were it not for
the ceaseless voices.
The child says: Go up the long steps.
A room just like this. Unmade bed, unswept floor. The cup, the saucer, the crumbs
outlining the space where the loaf stood. In the mirror, the rictus of grief and happiness.
The child says: help me with my homework. The rule is, if you come to a zero, add
another. That way the answer includes the entire universe.
The child draws pictures: this is twilight in the curtain, this is distance, this squiggle is
time itself. Tape them to the freezer.
The child says: sing to me. The song knows itself by heart. The child sleeps and now I say:
sleep.
It is just the exhaustion of the journey that keeps us from knowing ourselves.
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YET AGAIN, THE TRADITIONAL CHARM
Christian Barter, Bye-Bye Land, BOA Editions, 2017, 112 pages, paper.
David Gewanter, Fort Necessity, University of Chicago Press, 2018, 75
pages, paper.
Marie Howe, Magdalene, W.W. Norton, 2017, 95 pages, cloth.
By Mary-Sherman Willis
What is it about a book of poems that hews to a model from the past,
charming you into reading something new while it whispers its origins
into your ear? It’s a “historical sense,” according to T.S. Eliot, that “involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence” in the present. If we read poetry as well as write it, we are having a
conversation with other texts, living and dead. We’re singing duets with
them, sometimes arias. The charm is in that woven melody of past voices
into the present that Eliot alludes to.
These notions come from his essay, “Tradition and the Individual
Talent,” published almost exactly 100 years ago. “Tradition,” he argues,
is the cultural stock that provides images, phrases, and feelings for which
the poet is a mere “receptacle”—and which he recombines through deep
knowledge and concentration into a new “art emotion.” The thrill for the
reader is to tease out the “tradition” of such a poem, reading the old anew,
but now in the context of the present.
Eliot would apply his theory to his own poetry. In 1922, he published “The Waste Land,” a kind of quest narrative based on the Arthurian
legends of the Holy Grail and its keeper, the Fisher King, with hints of
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. So many cultural and literary allusions to the
Western canon, Buddhism, and the Hindu Upanishads were worked into
the 433-line poem that Eliot appended 49 footnotes citing sources from
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Baudelaire to Shakespeare to a long portion of Ovid’s Metamorphosis (in
the Latin) and Herman Hesse’s Blick ins Chaos (in the German). The poem
shifts voices, toggles among speakers, locations, and times for a collaged
survey of the culture of post-First-World-War England, dark and deathinfused. Its famous opening, “April is the cruelest month, breeding /
Lilacs out of the dead land,” sets us up for an anti-Canterbury pilgrim’s
journey into despair, until we arrive at a form of redemption in its last
line, “Shantih shantih shantih.”
~
In Bye-Bye Land, winner of the 2017 Isabella Gardner Poetry award,
Christian Barter brings Eliot’s wasteland into the 21st century. Instead of
London, it opens in New Jersey, just before dawn, the sound of traffic “a
pedal tone for some modal chant / that hasn’t yet begun,” with a couple
starting their day. The TV is on. “It’s morning again in America”—Ronald Reagan’s 1984 campaign slogan—is a distant echo. Instead
Fear of impending global financial crisis
The threat of terror
First of all, sir, the President has said
we are not going to engage in torture under any circumstances
And the Philadelphia Phillies
have won the first of a possible seven games.

This is Barter’s third collection, a poetic sequence written during a Hodder fellowship at Princeton in 2009, eight years after 9/11, at
the start of the Great Recession. Not only was global economic collapse
traumatizing the country, but news of the poisonous consequences of the
U.S. invasion of Iraq, especially the torture of prisoners at Guantanamo
Bay and Abu Ghraib Prison, was filling our national consciousness. Add
to that the steady drumbeat of global warming and you might conclude
that our world, like Eliot’s, is unraveling, that end-times are near. But
rather than Eliot’s “dead land,” here we have strip malls, traffic jams, a
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Black-Friday stampede at Walmart that kills a Haitian employee, a Latina
woman allowed to bleed to death in a hospital emergency room while her
boyfriend frantically dials 911. It’s an American habitat in which people
live, worry, and work on an endless loop.
And it’s a world in which we are more open than ever to seeing
poetry in all forms of human communication—in advertising, bureaucratic forms, tweets, texts, letters, songs, videos, blogs. For example,
Barter quotes a blog post in response to the ER death:
Just WHAT was the expectation there?
Transportation to another Hospital?
The article says NOTHING
about HOW the bowels became perforated…
Drugs? Gang violence? Abuse?
How likely is this that it just spontaneously occurred
and they walked calmly to the hospital?
THIS IS HEALTHCARE UNDER HILLARY CLINTON!!
It is likely healthcare under AMNESTY TOO
because in short order THEY will be the Majority
and then this whole glass house of cards
is going Click Click BOOM to Bye-Bye Land.

Much else is borrowed here from Eliot: this is also a book-length
poem, in five parts, with footnotes citing a dizzying array of references—
a Guantanamo detainee, poets from Thomas Wyatt to Gerard Manley
Hopkins to John Berryman, Native American chief White Eagle, former
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, the Book of John. Eliot himself is
transmuted. These lines from “The Waste Land”
Only
There is shadow under this red rock,
(Come in under the shadow of this red rock),
And I will show you something different from either
Your shadow at morning striding behind you
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Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful of dust.”

become:
Only
there is fire inside this rock,
come in under the shadow of this viewing platform
and I will show you something different from either
a parafrag splitting a city block,
or a Panzer making rubble of a church
I will show you something wicked cool, like,
Whoa! Dude!
Dude?

Christian Barter has worked for many years as a park ranger in
Acadia National Park on beautiful Mount Desert Island, Maine. It should
come as no surprise that he can intersperse moments of lyrical beauty
into an end-times vision. Although the great crossroads of W.C. Williams’s Paterson, New Jersey, is now jammed with cars, the sky is big and
blue above the town—open to redemption, or possibly destruction. The
woods lie beyond,
where the sun rakes its fingers in through the thin trees
and the ocean has filled every gap in their ribs,
every gap in the trunks where the death could blow through
and the harbor is held by your own arms around it
and there stand the boats that have been there forever—
their masts are all bare and they’re all through with wind—
and you could sit and watch while the sun makes them shadows
and you could just keep walking away through the dream
but wherever you go you will be in this place.

As Eliot wrote, “In my end is my beginning.”
~
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Fourteen years after “The Waste Land,” poet and social activist Muriel
Rukeyser traveled to Gauley’s Junction, West Virginia, to investigate an
outbreak of silicosis among the 2,000 miners excavating dry silica from
a tunnel that was part of a Union Carbide hydroelectric power project.
Congress had blocked an investigation, and the workers and their families
received little or no compensation. In 1938, Rukeyser published The Book
of the Dead—a mix of verse, interviews, and documents—to give a voice
and a face to the victims of American industrial capitalism. Her artful
juxtapositions of poems and testimony, of metaphor and voice, resulted
in a larger, at times cosmic, examination of power and annihilation. The
poem earned her an FBI file on suspicion of being a “concealed Communist.” A report described the poem as a work that dealt with “the
industrial disintegration of the peoples in a West Virginia village riddled
with silicosis.”
It is to this documentary poetic tradition that David Gewanter
connects most clearly in his new book of poems, Fort Necessity. The title
poem picks up Rukeyser’s investigation into the wages of work on the
human body, eighty years later. Subtitled “a poem in documents,” it begins
with an autopsy performed by Gewanter’s father, witnessed by the poet
as a child. “This is a working man,” says the father. And the child observes
the “ruts and scorch-marks, yellow-brown nicotine / nails, map of the
defiant edifice, yielding…” and feels it in his own body:
He made me witness
unspeakable injury
cut my childhood
under its blank sheet
(“My First Autopsy: Age Ten”)

What follows is a history of American labor: open class warfare, the implicit slavery of the prison labor system, the exploitation of the poor and
the vulnerable immigrant, all set to work as mere machines while indus118
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trialists from Carnegie to Rockefeller to the Koch brothers excuse their
greed with the misapplied Darwinism of Herbert Spencer’s “survival of
the fittest.”
In the mode and method of Rukeyser, Gewanter offers testimonial
evidence in the court of human justice, all the more damning for being
the actual words and actions of the principals. Here we have a literary
autopsy of American labor, applying the forensics of speech. Industrialist
logic has been consistent over the century. In “The Lords of Labor” we
hear it verbatim, with the help of Gewanter’s marginal notes:
The Law of Competition,
concentration of business
in the hands of the few, is
essential to the progress of the race…

Andrew Carnegie, 1889

I want my fair share, and that’s all of it.

Charles Koch, 1989

I can hire one half of the working class
to kill the other half.

Jay Gould, 1886

Who is the agent of the American working body—the worker or
the boss? From the diary of Charles Walker, a furnace worker, comes a
plainspoken answer in “Dumb Hunkies,” included in full below:
Do you smell gas?
“You stay li’l bit, pretty soon you drunk.
You stay li’l bit more, pretty soon you dead.”
Molten slag spills from a giant ladle—
lugs don’t fit to the rim: a man is roasted,
becomes a steel-man.
Pit boss’s orders confuse a Slavic worker.
“By God these Hunkies are dumb.”
One in four immigrants, injured or killed at work.
My lungs were paper on fire.
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The struggle over control of the laboring body was, and remains,
global. Here in the United States, it came with the rise of unions and the
resulting labor wars. In 1892, at the Homestead mill in Pennsylvania, the
Carnegie Steel Company sent hired security agents to attack the lockedout strikers of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers. A
pitched battle ensued. Anarchists Emma Goldman and Alexander Beckman traveled from New York to join the fight. Together they conspired to
kill board chairman Henry Clay Frick, mastermind of the lockout. Using
Goldman’s words:
It was Homestead, not Russia; I knew it now. Andrew Carnegie conveniently retreated to his Scottish castle, leaving Henry Clay Frick to
negotiate with the striking unions.
He locked them out of the Homestead mill, and fortified it.
A declaration of war.
Labor throughout the country was aroused, native toilers had risen!
FAMILIES OF STRIKERS EVICTED
FROM COMPANY HOUSES.
At night, a barge packed with strike-breakers and armed Pinkerton
thugs slaughtered the steel workers.
FIERCE BATTLES AT THE STEEL WORKS
TEN MEN KILLED AND FIFTY WOUNDED.
The time for our manifesto passed. Innocent blood, the psychological
moment for an Attentat. “I will kill Frick,” Sasha Berkman said, “and
give my life for the people.” I hung on his lips.
(“Satanic Mills: Emma Goldman”)

With wit and insight, Gewanter weaves these voices, both lost
and living, into the fabric of labor conflict in our country, using a variety
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of formal devices. Sonnets, accounting “ledgers,” work songs, a rondel,
a dinner menu, reportage (including his own, as the member of a jury)
reach from the past into the present. In the middle section, “The Fort,”
we learn just how far back corporate blood-letting has gone. “Patricide:
‘A Charming Field’,” is a damning assembly of historical material in which
Gewanter recounts the tale of a 1754 excursion into the Ohio valley in
the service of the Ohio Land Company—an excursion led by 22-year-old
Colonel George Washington. The poem details how the assassination of
a French captain by one of Washington’s associates (after an attack on a
French encampment) eventually
…sparks the French and Indian War
fought in America, India, Philippines—
the first world war.
Horace Walpole, in Parliament:
a young Virginian has set the world on fire—

Noting that the assassin was Washington’s Mingo friend “Half-king, former child-slave / sold by the French,” Gewanter establishes a path of
cause and effect that leads through slavery and the grab for American
empire to the global wars of Western Empire.
Rukeyser’s Book of the Dead was modeled on an ancient Egyptian
funerary text whose title could also be translated Book of Emerging Forth
Into the Light. It consisted of spells to assist the dead in their voyage from
the underworld into the afterlife. Fort Necessity offers few such comforts.
Its final poem, “The Lords of Labor,” muses on Karl Marx at work on his
book: “The worker puts his life into the object; / his life belongs to the
object; / then the owner takes up the object.”
Say goodbye to what you have made,
		
watch your child flee from home;
wave and wave and wait for your coin
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to drop like mercury into the palm,
		
nestling in divots and cuts,
passing through flesh….

~
The textual tradition on which Marie Howe draws in her new book, Magdalene, is the body of story and myth surrounding the biblical figure of
Mary Magdalene, the alter-ego Howe uses to explore both personal concerns and larger themes relating to the role of women. Mary Magdalene
is one of six sainted Marys surrounding Christ in the New Testament,
including his mother and an aunt. At the time, one in five Jewish women
in Palestine was named Mary, according to Wikipedia. One was present
at Christ’s birth, three stood watch at his crucifixion.
Of them all, Mary Magdalene gets the most mentions—three
times in the Book of Matthew, four in Mark, twice in Luke and three in
John. She is plagued by seven devils or demons, and Christ casts them
out. In return, she becomes his most loyal disciple, accompanying him
in his wanderings, steadfast after all his male disciples have scattered and
run, lost faith and betrayed him. She is present in the front row at his
crucifixion and, most importantly, witness to his resurrection. It is she
whom Christ sends to notify his disciples and spread the good news. She
appears again in the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas, and even has her own
gospel, the Gospel of Mary. In it, the apostle Peter wants to silence her
because she is a woman. But Levi rebukes Peter: “Surely the Savior knows
her very well,” he says, “That is why he loved her more than us.” St.
Augustine called her the apostle to the apostles.
Magdalene is Howe’s fourth book. She has written in the past about
surviving a father’s sexual abuse (The Good Thief, 1988) and her brother’s
death from AIDS (What the Living Do, 1999). Here, within the framework
of a scriptural character we can all recognize, she continues to mine au-
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tobiography and connect her experience with universal concerns. These
poems are trenchant, funny, exacting—presented in the voice of Magdalene or someone just like her.
And who was she? Most Catholics remember Magdalene as a repentant prostitute. In Luke 7:36, an unnamed woman “who was a sinner”
bathes Christ’s feet with her tears and dries them with her hair. Jesus
refuses to condemn her, telling her accusers: he who is without sin, cast
the first stone. It was Pope Gregory in the 6th century who tagged her as
Magdalene. In one scriptural swoop, Magdalene has come to embody the
sacred and sexual female.
“Who had me before I knew I was an I?” she asks in “Before the
Beginning.” Howe allows her to bloom into many Marys—virgin, sister, aunt, teacher, whore, leader, nun, mother, exile, victim of assault,
survivor—any woman inhabited by demons, visited by angels. And
what a catalogue of familiar demons she unscrolls in “Magdalene—The
Seven Devils”:
The first was that I was very busy.

The second—I was different from you: whatever happened to you could
not happen to me, not like that.

The third, I worried.

The fourth—envy, disguised as compassion.

The fifth was that I refused to consider the quality of life of the aphid,
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The aphid disgusted me. But I couldn’t stop thinking about it.
The mosquito too—its face. And the ant—its bifurcated body.

The obsessive listing—poem-catalogues of devils, of penises, of
pills, of sins—describes a woman who reckons her passions thoroughly.
“I was driven toward desire by desire. / believing that the fulfillment of
that desire was an end. / There was no end.” (“How the Story Started”).
After Frank Bidart, few poets write as explicitly as Howe about desire,
the spectrum of its objects and its consequences. Even pain has its allures.
I pressed them through my hair into my head
pressed them into my waistband and
later into my palms,

a secret intimacy among those thorns and me
a love…
(“Thorns”)

After great pain, as we know from Emily Dickinson, a formal
feeling comes—and, sometimes, a teacher. Magdalene meets with a man
named Christ, comes into focus to herself, and survives to become a
woman who knows something ineffable.
So, I thought I had to become more than I was, more than I’d been.
but that wasn’t it. It seemed rather that
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something had to go. Something had to be let go of.
It wasn’t that I saw something new—or saw suddenly into him,

not that, not ever
but that the room itself, whatever room we might be standing in,

assumed an astonishing clarity:
and the things in the room: a table, a cup, a meowing cat.
(“The Teacher”)

In a central sequence of poems, Magdalene follows Christ as one
among the disciples (“But it was women who made the food, / women
who opened their homes to us…”). In Gethsemane, he speaks to her. “He
said he saw the others the countless in his name / raped, burned, lynched,
stoned, bombed, beheaded, shot, gassed, / gutted and raped again.”
After Calgary, Mary shatters into countless women who have lived and
remembered their lives.
Remember the woman in the blue burka forced to kneel in the stadium
then shot in the head? That was me.
And I was the woman who secretly filmed it.
(“Magdalene Afterwards”)

Howe’s Magdalene is a woman like any other, trying to make sense
of her life. In the end, she is just herself, beyond the context of any man:
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The I the I the me me me What use
has it been? Somebody loved me
Somebody left Bones Ash

Whatever flooded into the world when
He died		

that then

the moonlit path over the un-walkable water.
(“One Day”)
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HILLBILLY PRODIGAL
Jackson Wheeler, Was I Asleep: New and Selected Poems, Miramar Press,
2017, 91 pages, paper.
By Lee Rossi
Jackson Wheeler’s poetry is haunted by death—his father’s suicide, the
deaths of friends and lovers during the AIDS epidemic, the deaths of
friends in later life, and finally his own decaying body. Yet he writes with
the calm fearlessness of someone who has seen the worst and chooses to
celebrate the best. This current volume, Was I Asleep, edited by friends
Phil Taggart and Marsha de la O, selects from two previous books as well
as from new pieces and uncollected early poems. While firmly rooted in
the culture of his birthplace, Appalachia, with its fierce religiosity and
attachment to family, Wheeler’s work embraces the wider world beyond.
Born in Andrew, North Carolina, in the Great Smoky Mountains,
Wheeler studied at Chapel Hill, most notably with poet Carolyn Kizer.
After college, he planned on graduate school at UC Berkeley but instead
moved to Oxnard, California, to care for an ailing family member. He
lived there until his death in June 2017. For thirty years, he labored as a
social worker, helping developmentally disabled adults. In his spare time
he curated a long-running poetry series and edited books and magazines
for Solo Press. An avid art collector, he wrote knowingly about the visual arts.
Despite his longtime residence in Southern California, he must have
seemed somewhat out of place there—a sympathetic, well-read refugee
from the boondocks, a man whose poems often sought inspiration three
thousand miles away, as in “Winter Dusk,” the volume’s first poem, which
provides this glimpse of his hometown: “Three blocks of mostly empty
buildings / punctuated by three traffic lights, / the mountains a blacker
shape receding into the growing dark.”
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Looking back, the adult poet asserts that “memories / were abandoned
here” and that “Home belongs to an older myth”; but so many of his
poems, not just the early ones, set about recovering those memories and
securing their place in the arc of his life.
Arranged in chronological sections, Was I Asleep sounds the note
of mortality early and often. Wheeler’s is a heritage of loss—not just
personal, but communal loss as well. Life was hard in the hills, death was
plentiful, and while one counted on God, one also counted on members
of the community to support one another and to remember the dead.
In “The TVA Built a Dam,” for instance, the poet remembers places
drowned by rising waters: “Motley, Topton, / Choga, Hangin’ Dog…
Shootin’ Creek…Briartown, Vengeance / Creek, and Sweat Heifer.” The
names themselves suggest the difficult and dangerous life there.
As Wheeler declares in “Ars Poetica,” he writes to recover what was
lost in the forward surge of time:
							Three cheers
for extended family, the nameless cousins, all the petty
griefs and regrets, the novels never written, the movies never
made, the solace of the bottle, the solace of sex, the solace of
loneliness of which there is plenty. All hail the poetic arts,
and the art of poetry; and to the knowledge at the heart of it all:
Words bear witness.

His own words, offered as memorial for the forgotten dead, do just that.
For some deaths, however, there was little consolation. Several
poems take his father’s suicide either as subject or setting. “Hog Killing
Memory,” for instance, recounts the aftermath of that event, which occurred when Wheeler was ten years old. Because the father was dead, the
family’s hogs had to be killed “out of season,” and so a local churchman
comes to the farm:
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this great broad
shouldered man with muscles like polished walnut.
So sure he was, of dressing hogs; his confidence,
writ large in my fatherless uncertain world, pulled
me down the path to the hog-lot and the bloody work.

For Wheeler, one surmises, poetry becomes both the path and the
bloody work.
Elsewhere (in “A Little Poem for Uncle Odell”), the poet hints that if
he could, he would have taken a different path, “the rutted path so many /
have hiked, for years beyond counting.” Were he other than he is, he
could have become a Hillbilly Wordsworth, walking that rutted path,
				remembering
the Kingdom of Heaven, that which
is within me; look now! the afternoon
sun sets the world ablaze there at the mountain’s edge.

But because he is gay and the son of suicide such a path is foreclosed
to him.
Despite frequent returns to the mountains, in life and in his poems,
Wheeler chooses to live elsewhere. The AIDS poems from the collection
A Near Country make clear the results of that choice. For Wheeler, like so
many others, the AIDS pandemic was a kind of apocalypse. In “A Dream
Letter to My Brother, Joseph Wheeler,” he says it directly, in language
that invokes Revelations: “Death was everywhere…the stars dripped
blood / one drop at a time.” This deluge of death overwhelmed him even
more than the death of his father.
Caring for the dying was exhausting work, often leading to despair.
“For Glenn” describes such an end point, lamenting the speaker’s failure
to truly help:
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Glenn, your death diminishes us; all these deaths
diminish us, carrying off the witnesses
to our ineptitude, till no one is left to remember
how we were afraid, failed our obligation to heal
while watching so many die. In time, if no one remembers
what we have done or were unable to do, it will be a mercy.

Wheeler has internalized the ancestral obligation to remember the dead;
still he longs for the mercy of forgetting.
He longs for that mercy and consolation, but he cannot find it. In
“Joseph at Huntington Gardens,” the poet imagines visiting a Japanese
garden with a dying friend. The place is beautiful—the bridge and its
reflection “completing / the perfect O of eternity”—but given all the
suffering and dying that surrounds them, even Zen, with its austere humanism, appears to be wishful.
I want to believe…that you and I are seeing
[the bridge] with the same eyes, that I feel your breath
hear your excited whisper, “Look, look!”

But of course he does not.
Even in poems that are not directly concerned with AIDS, the
sense of impending cataclysm is palpable. “From the Book of Revelations”
begins with the story of a neighbor who lost her roses to the Southern
Railway Company, a loss she characterized as “the First Woe.” She’s not
quite right in her mind (or that’s what everyone thinks):
[She] swore up and down that Isaiah or Elijah
or somebody somewhere in the Bible
had seen trains before their time.

People laughed at his neighbor, but Wheeler takes her seriously, remembering the day the train brought a series of flat cars peopled with
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shackled convicts…gray silent men
who did not repent the works of their hands
and dared to ride that infernal machine
whose voice in the night was Woe, Woe, Woe.

With its brilliant straddling of modes, narrative and apocalyptic, its balancing of the homespun and comic with the deathly serious, “From the
Book of Revelations” marks Wheeler as a Southern writer of importance.
In the book’s final section, comprising poems written since the year

2000, Wheeler examines old concerns while developing in new direc-

tions. In “Fragrant Journey,” the poet again engages with Buddhism, but
this time with a new tranquility, internalizing a non-Christian acceptance
of death. Addressing a dead Cambodian friend, he says:
			
the divine spark
In me bowing to the Buddha spark within you…
for your next journey I leave incense and
Scented petals by your small, still hands.

He strikes a similarly hopeful note in “Resolve: Stopping on the Mountain
to Look at the Crescent Moon in Late April” (a title that reminds us not
only of James Wright and Robert Bly, but also of Robert Frost), in which
he tells us,
I am surrounded by happiness.
It was what I expected.
I will get used to it.

Strong as it is on its own, this declaration is reinforced, I think, by its
echo of Wright’s “Today I Was Happy, So I Made This Poem,” in which
the poet affirms that “This is what I wanted.”
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“Identity” is a familiar concept in contemporary political and cultural conversation. White identity, black identity, Asian identity, Latin identity…the term is often used coterminously with ethnicity and culture. It
is a useful designation for those, politicians and culture warriors alike,
who wish to herd particular groups into separate paddocks. In the judgment of some such zealots, wandering away from the herd or mingling
with others from a different group may be treason or blasphemy. This is
one school of thought. Another is epitomized in the teachings of Eihei
Dogen, the 13th-century Japanese Zen master. Dogen defined enlightenment as “intimacy with all things.”
Surely, the task of the poet is just that—“intimacy with all things.”
An identity circumscribed by race, ethnicity, nationality, sexuality, or
age is simply too limiting. And so we see in Jackson Wheeler’s work acceptance and struggle as a member of his birth community and much
more. Not only does he show us his own striving; he offers us a mirror
for our own.
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LOOKING FOR THE LIGHT FOUR WAYS
Roger Sedarat, Haji as Puppet: an Orientalist Burlesque, The Word Works,
2017, 96 pages, paper.
Pablo Medina, The Island Kingdom, Hanging Loose Press, 2015, 80 pages,
paper.
Radha Marcum, Bloodline, 3: A Taos Press, 2017, 92 pages, paper.
Kim Roberts, The Scientific Method, WordTech Editions, 2017, 104
pages, paper.
By Anne Harding Woodworth
Poets take various pathways into the matters that concern them most
deeply. Here are four lively and engaging books that seek to shed light on
issues of abiding contemporary interest. The first two approach cultural
identity; the latter two look at scientific inquiry. Although these poets
explore their subjects from vastly different angles, they share a driving
curiosity about the world around them and their own places in it. They
do this through deft and compelling poetry, where craft and trope and
prosody combine to achieve delightful originality.
~
In Roger Sedarat’s insightful, sometimes humorous, sometimes deeply serious, collection Haji as Puppet, we discover that a puppet can work wonders as metaphor—especially a mischievous puppet who writes poetry
and is all-seeing. Haji, among his many roles, acts as an alter-ego for the
poet himself, while Sedarat, like any narrator, also plays the puppeteer.
Haji is an Iranian puppet, but maybe “more Midwest / than Middle
East,” or so the rumor goes. Like his creator, Sedarat—who was born
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in Illinois to an American mother and an Iranian father and grew up in
Texas—Haji is well-versed in Iranian poetry as well as the work of Stevens, Berryman, Goldsmith, Hass, and Ginsberg. He is conversant with
American film, theatre, television, art, politics, and with the Iranian version of all those genres.
There’s a theme here: a poet can be something of a charlatan. A mock
advertisement preceding the text proclaims: “Persian Pinocchio Penis
Extender! …Lie your way into a powerful new sex life!” Setting his
stage for a burlesque, Sedarat lists a “cast” of eight Hajis. Among them
are: a “Muslim male successfully completing the pilgrimage (Hajj) to
Mecca”; Haji Khavari, a pseudonym for a fictional Iranian poet whom
Sedarat translates; and Haji, “a derogatory term for Middle Easterners
used by racist westerners, often those in the U.S. military, comparable
to ‘gook’ during the Vietnam war.” Sedarat’s Haji as puppet is an actor,
a playwright, a “lady-boy,” a “beer boy,” a “post-colonizer.” If he is an
alter-ego for the poet, Sedarat is a humble and self-effacing writer, even
as he reveals through Haji some poignant truths. In “Haji Defends His (T)
ruthful (T)one,” he begins:
And the well-known reviewer questioned
Haji’s outdated didactic tone, arguing,
“In a postmodern age of relative truth,
how dare this poetaster proclaim universals?”

In “Haji’s Rubaiyyat,” the puppet-poet addresses Omar Khayyam:
I could rationalize the stars, Khayyam,
Make much out of the man I think I am;
My quatrains still would produce empty rhymes,
A song to hear but not to understand.

“Iran as Spectacle (An Orientalist Burlesque)” is a high point of this
collection, a libretto of sorts that details Haji’s departure from Iran to
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New York, where he works “the grand narrative / of his foreign origins /
into a new musical: / IRAN!” This beautiful, funny, complicated musical, complete with reviews by the likes of Henry Kissinger and Azar
Nafisi, includes a heartbreaking scene in Act III:
Retro phone rings. Nameless 8-year-old Iranian-American boy answers.
Boy:

Hello?

Anonymous caller in thick Texas accent: Hey boy, you go tell your
daddy to take you and family back to I-Ran!
Boy:

Excuse me? What do you mean?

Anonymous caller in thick Texas accent: You heard me, boy. We
want you I-rain-ians out of the neighborhood by
tomorrow…or we’ll burn your house down!

In the poem “This Little Haji,” a parody of “This Little Pig Went
to Market,” Haji is eventually “blind Haji / who’s always in search of the
light”—as is Sedarat in this collection. In “The Puppet as Analysand,”
Haji states to his psychoanalyst:
		
…“I want to stay original
in this age of the memoir, originally coopting
a self-defining tradition.”

Sedarat has done exactly that with this surprising and masterful
collection.
~
In The Island Kingdom, Cuban-born Pablo Medina makes his own search
for the light:
In the distance longing rings
and all is salt, moon,
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circularity of absence.
All is island in the blinding light.
(“The Island in the Blinding Light”)

Medina’s island in the title poem is “the drum of the world, / where the
saints pattered / and the demons danced.” His island is female. She is
beguiling, fickle, beautiful—and he cares deeply for her, while she gives
nothing in return:
I had to defer to her but she didn’t defer to me.
She lay at the ready in a corner of the map
and left no trace that could not be wiped with a sponge.
I wanted to stay forever next to her in bed,
but I knew she could serve any master.

The elements that pervade these lovely poems—eroticism, memory, illusion, danger, smells, water—seem to enhance the poet’s nostalgia.
In “Beauty and the Piggy Bank,” the speaker remembers adolescence:
He said she would do it for a peso
but I was ready to give all the money
I had—five pesos, ten if you counted
the piggy bank in my room.
All you need to do is ask her, he said.
To do that was to jump in the ocean
of no return….

But, as luck would have it, he missed his chance: “She’d already reached
the corner / where the island gods were waiting.”
The gods are everywhere in this collection. In “The Sentinel,”
which echoes the 23rd Psalm—describing God as “the sentinel / who
sees everything and knows nothing”—God is also multi-faceted, if not
many gods:
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God of the black anus and the red vulva,
God the ejaculator wearing a tie,
God inside a body-bag Houdini,
dancing around the flames and into the flames,
God the blind accordionist who plays his music
till the kingdom comes.…

Saints figure in the book as well, both on and off the island. In “Saint
Walt,” Medina evokes Whitman walking the “labyrinth of Brooklyn” as
one of the canonized. And there he is on an avenue, with all of his different personas: “king and pauper…lusting after a young boy in makeup /
and a rough man in leather and a woman / in high heels and fur coat…
amigo of the lame and the blind.” He is friend to all, “slave of compassion.” The “Saint of Abundance in Las Vegas” is female. She seems used
up, and yet, “The desert is a fine place for delight.”
…I saw her naked
in the open air, I saw the puddle in her smile,
bitten lips, glimmer of rain. I lost my heart,
I gained it back. She was a dollar slot….

In the first two sections of this book, “Island History” and “The
Babylon Poems,” Medina captivates the reader with his free verse, his occasional rhymes, and his expert lineation and structure. In the third and
final section, “The Elementaries,” the poet turns to numbered tercets. As
the title of this section might imply, he is dealing here with life’s basics:
sleep, dreams, food, sex. It’s easy, he says, to talk about reason if the belly
is full. A white bird flying south appears in each poem, perhaps representing life itself. Life, as Medina pointed out with Saint Abundance, is
a gamble:
White bird flying south.
I bet you ten it gets there.
I bet you ten it won’t.
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~
If “Science and poetry are, in fact, inseparable,” as Jacques Cousteau put
it, science becomes the vehicle for Radha Marcum in her first collection,
Bloodline, whereby she comes to terms with the convergence of place (the
American Southwest) and family history. Marcum, a Colorado-based
poet, is an environmentalist in her views, and in Bloodline she focuses on
an arid landscape, primarily that of New Mexico, and the deadly research
conducted during World War II at Los Alamos. These poems are essentially autobiographical, although in her endnotes, the poet emphasizes
that “many details are purely products of imagination.”
Her grandfather was a physicist in J. Robert Oppenheimer’s Project Y at Los Alamos from 1943–1945. Fusion, fission, breakability, unbreakability, incorruptibility are all themes that the poet works into her
lines. This beautiful poetry that bears witness without being didactic or
overtly political—and its message is clear. In the poem “Project Y,” one
of the longest in the collection, Markum writes:
We are the glass blowers, the myth makers.
At the height of production 70,000 atomic bombs
waited to make ash of the world.
I stare into opaque rocks, decode odd notes,
take broken and uncoiling shapes—the ghosts
of photographic evidence—into the wet
and changeable shapes of language. Like a pilgrim
to nearby Chimayo, I travel here to ingest the earth,
to contain sickness in a story….
Later, Oppenheimer spoke against the creation
of bombs 200 times more potent
than Hiroshima and was crucified.
My grandfather is still classified.
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Always mindful of her family, she continues:
…What can I say to my children
when they find hollow, underground test chambers
in the dry, open spaces of their personal history?

Marcum’s vivid imagination (and her awareness of the commingling
of family, war, bombs, and scientists) allows her to take off in fanciful
but insightful directions. In an endnote, she writes that her grandparents
lived not far from the Oppenheimer home. Her grandmother could hear
the Oppenheimers’ dog bark at night, which is the genesis of the poem
“Oppenheimer’s Dog,” which
[b]arks at the stars,
as over decades regret condenses
to a procession
of wind-lifted tears—flat, black seeds
arcing from the waterless yucca.

Thanks to Marcum’s keen eye for her surroundings, the landscape of New
Mexico permeates these poems with its want of water, its grasses, its dust,
its “papery stalks.” Everything is parched: not only the land but thoughts,
plans, secrets. The poem “Field in Drought” depicts this dryness so vividly that the reader may feel compelled to reach for something quenching.
In spite of drought, nature in Marcum’s “Winter Fire,” is fecund and rich:
…with tenderness
we’ll stand in the many-eyed aspen,
unblinking, carved with adolescent loves,
while ahead of us a moose or elk
sets indelible parentheses
in the ash-dusted snow.
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The beautiful natural world she describes here presents a stark contrast to
the world of the bomb. The poem “In the Making” asks:
What secrets, what
cased implosions, Grandfather,
what fission—was it all
nature’s design? Now your brain—
what are we making?—
whispers bombs. The wind talks
a tin can flat. And after Hiroshima,
did you thirst, as we do,
for an undone God, the mind
like so many crows—burnt kindling—
suddenly floating?

~
Kim Roberts’s The Scientific Method is perhaps the least autobiographical
of the four books I’ve examined—although here, too, the significance
of place asserts itself. Roberts looks at science in all its different guises,
personalities, theories, histories, triumphs, and errors. The first of her
book’s three sections focuses on historical events and scientists, botany
and astronomy; the second, on science and nature as seen in domestic
situations, both past and present; the third includes poems set in the District of Columbia where Roberts lives and edits Beltway Poetry Quarterly.
Roberts’s alertness to poetic forms and a keen sense of the absurd
abound in this collection. The title poem is divided into two parts. The
first is a pantoum, in which the poet looks at a chemistry lab, specifically Thomas Alva Edison’s, with all its colors and potential. “Chemistry
proceeds in increments,” she writes, which is exactly what the pantoum,
with its intricate repetitions, does. The poetry itself is a chemical, like
the powder of nickel citrate waiting “to reveal its secrets.” The second
part of the title poem consists of a sextain, a quatrain, and a septet and
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employs two rhymes. It is a near-rondeau and describes Edison’s stockroom, in which new supplies have arrived. Who knows just how these
new supplies—new chemicals— will be used as science progresses? As
the reader begins to expect of this poet, the story makes an unexpected
twist: two men, locked inside the stockroom for three days during a New
Jersey blizzard, ate some of the new supplies, one “unaccustomed duty”
the chemicals served.
Roberts is always open to the bizarre, the humorous, the preposterous. The poem “Protandric”—a word used to describe oysters because
“All oysters are born male. / They change to female / the following season”—offers one delightful example:
…The older the oyster,
the more likely he’ll be female.
And you thought
they were an aphrodisiac?

Another such poem concerns Ming, the oldest living clam—indeed the
oldest living animal in the world. Ming lived 507 years. This curious
poem displays Roberts’s ease with scientific oddities and the accompanying vocabulary, employing terms like “sclerochronologists” and “periostracum” with bemused confidence.
In other poems, Roberts observes the human body while thinking
about the soul, which some might call a “vital force.” In a poem by that
title, she writes, “We have neither hooked beaks…nor laddered lungs….
We have neither fangs…nor caustic spleen / by which a soul sets chase.”
“Walt Whitman’s Brain” concerns the fact that the dead poet’s brain was
removed to be studied by doctors. A pseudoscience such as phrenology,
which Whitman took seriously, is a perfectly good subject for a poet writing about science, but Roberts focuses on an unfortunate incident, revealing again her eye for the bizarre. The revered brain “was accidentally
dropped” to the floor:
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…it broke up, it ran:
each component part that Whitman believed
corresponded to a personality trait
dispersed, Self-esteem dribbling down
the examination table, Caution skidding
behind the door, Adhesiveness splashed
on the doctor’s hands, Combativeness lurking
by the legs of a wooden stool

Whitman appears elsewhere in The Scientific Method, most memorably
in the book’s third section, which features several District of Columbia
poems, along with poems about museums, art, and gardens. In “Swamp,”
the nation’s capital is flooded by the Potomac and sinking into oblivion:
Walt Whitman strides in his boots,
kicking up clouds of dust that eddy in his wake
—until he, too, wavers and melts
amid white columned buildings,
and the classical ruins of grand intent.

Another riveting poem in the final section, “Glass Flowers at Harvard,” describes delicate glass replicas of plants: 4,400 models, 800 species, “enameled in a wash of metal oxide….Laid out in rows of wooden
cases, / a life’s work, glass under glass.” In this stunning exhibit, the
natural world is transmuted into art.
Perhaps Kim Roberts has worked a form of transmutation in her
own fine collection. As physicist Niels Bohr is quoted as saying in his first
meeting with Werner Heisenberg, “When it comes to atoms, language
can be used only as in poetry.”
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Tribute
CELEBRATING THE CENTENARY OF
WILLIAM MEREDITH’S BIRTH
By Richard Harteis
In May of 2007, America lost one of its finest poets, William Meredith.
As was said of Lincoln, and later Kennedy, after death, “Now he belongs
to the ages.” In just a few months, we will be observing the centenary
of Meredith’s birth on January 9, 1919. Though he was not the global
icon Kennedy became, he lived and died for poetry, and his life and art
continue to reverberate in American culture, Europe, and beyond.
For example, Meredith received Bulgaria’s highest literary honor
(the Nikola Vaptsarov Award) and was accorded Bulgarian citizenship
by President Zheliu Zhelev in 1996 for the bridge he created between
our two countries. He left his mark in visits to many cities around the
world—from New Delhi and Paris to St. Petersburg, Sarajevo, and Athens. Yet he always remained the quintessentially American poet, a “nutmegger” whose spirit flourished in his native New England, and whose
work ascertained the universal through the particularity of the American
tribe he loved so dearly. As the Irish writer Jack Harte has said, “William
was one of America’s greatest poets, but also a wonderful human being.”
Meredith served as a naval aviator in WWII and the Korean Conflict. “I’d respect you for that if for nothing else,” Robert Frost told him
when William described the 32 night landings he’d made on an aircraft
carrier during the war. Years later, William and Stewart Udall talked
the old man into reading a poem at Kennedy’s inauguration in what became an iconic moment for poetry in this country. More than anything,
Meredith wished to be useful in the culture; he was never an ivory-tower
poet. When he served as US poet laureate from 1978-1980, his highest
priorities were to involve the African American community in programs
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at the Library of Congress and to work with high-school teachers to help
bring his art form to their students.
Poet, pilot, and arborist, William Meredith led an extraordinary
life. His home in Connecticut boasted twelve sorts of beeches, grafted
trees, and a secret formal garden with hemlock and boxwood hedges,
dogwoods, and umbrella pines. Poetry, trees, and teaching were the three
legs of the pedestal on which his life rested. He was a beloved professor
at Connecticut College for nearly four decades and was never happier
than when transplanting trees with his partner at the nursery or perusing
perhaps 30 drafts of a given poem. He enjoyed revision, knew that it was
in the rewriting that the true writing occurred. He received the Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Award, and the Los Angeles Times Book
Prize—all after weathering the challenges of a major stroke—and his
work has garnered many additional American and international awards.
He was elected a chancellor of the Academy of American Poets in 1964
and received numerous honorary doctorates.
Too often, when the great ones die, they simply fall off the planet—
a lifetime of achievement and wisdom lost. But the William Meredith
Foundation and Center for the Arts, established in 2008, works to carry
on his legacy in American culture through educational programs and by
awarding an annual poetry prize in his name. During 2019, in honor of his
centenary, it plans a series of readings and other poetry events throughout
the year. A translation prize in honor of Valentin Krustev, Meredith’s
translator and friend, will join the William Meredith Award in Poetry,
now in its seventh year. (James Beall won the 2018 poetry award; previous
recipients are Peter Meinke, Natasha Trethewey, Gray Jacobik, Lyubomir
Levchev, Andrew Oerke, and David Fisher.) The foundation also plans to
publish a memorial calendar for 2019, featuring archival photos from the
Mystic Seaport with Meredith’s poems superimposed on the images. And
it has recently established an auxiliary press, Poets Choice, to publish
new books of poetry and prose.
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For many, William Meredith was a model of courage, civility, and
creative artistry. It is our hope that friends and lovers of poetry will join
us in celebrating this remarkable man in the coming months. Perhaps his
poem “A Major Work” summarizes his philosophy best:
A MAJOR WORK
Poems are hard to read
Pictures are hard to see
Music is hard to hear
And people are hard to love.
But whether from brute need
Or diving energy
At last mind eye and ear
And the great sloth heart will move.

NOTE: For more information, go to: williammeredithfoundation.org.
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IN MEMORIAM
Lucy Brock-Broido (1956–2018)
Tom Clark (1941–2018)
Martin Galvin (1937–2018)
Donald Hall (1929–2018)
Sam Hamill (1943–2018)
Rod Jellema (1927–2018)
J.D. McClatchy (1945–2018)
Nicanor Parra (1914–2018)

“I lean forward from emptiness
eager for more emptiness:
the next thing! the next thing!”

		

—Donald Hall
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LUCY ADKINS’s poetry has appeared in a number of journals and anthologies,
including RHINO, South Dakota Review, Midwest Quarterly, Crazy Woman Creek,
and Nebraska Presence. She is the author of a chapbook, One Life Shining: Addie
Finch, Farmwife (Pudding House, 2007), and co-author of the non-fiction book
Writing in Community (WriteLife, 2013).
MEGAN ALPERT’s poems have appeared in Denver Quarterly, Harvard Review,
Green Mountains Review, Sixth Finch, and others. Her journalism has been
published by The Atlantic, The Guardian, Smithsonian, and Foreign Policy. She was
recently an artist-in-residence in Marquette, Michigan, where she developed a
workshop on poetry and anger.
DANIEL ARIAS-GOMEZ’s poems have appeared in such journals as The
American Poetry Review, New Ohio Review, and Sugar House Review. He was born
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HOLLI CARRELL’s poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Blackbird, The
Florida Review, Fugue, and others. She is a recipient of the Colie Hoffman Poetry
Prize and lives in Queens.
KEVIN CASEY is the author of Ways to Make a Halo (Aldrich Press, 2018) and
American Lotus, winner of the 2017 Kithara Prize (Glass Lyre Press, 2018), as
well as And Waking… (Bottom Dog Press, 2016). His poems have appeared
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in Rust+Moth, Valparaiso Poetry Review, Connotation Press, and Ted Kooser’s
“American Life in Poetry.”
KELLY CHERRY has published 27 books; three more will come out this fall.
She’s written novels, stories, and nonfiction but is now limiting herself to
poetry. She taught at University of Wisconsin-Madison for years and now lives
in Virginia with her husband and their dog, Booker.
GABRIELLE CLAFFEY’s poems have appeared in such journals as River Styx,
Paterson Literary Review, Tampa Review, and Mudfish as well as Poet Lore. She holds
an MFA from Columbia University.
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Necessary Myths (Broadkill River Press, 2013), and The Trouble with Rivers
(Foothills Publishing, 2012). His work has appeared widely in such journals as
The American Poetry Review, Painted Bride Quarterly, and Southern Poetry Review.
HANNAH CRAIG is the author of This History that Just Happened (Parlor
Press, 2017 ). Her poems have appeared recently in Copper Nickel, Occulum,
Mississippi Review, and the New England Review of Books, among others. She lives
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
JAMES CREWS’s poetry appears in such journals as Ploughshares, The New
Republic, and Poetry East. His first collection, The Book of What Stays, won the
2010 Prairie Schooner Book Award and a Foreword Magazine Book of the Year
Award. His recent collection, Telling My Father (Southeast Missouri State
University Press, 2017 ), won the Cowles Prize.
JIM DANIELS is the author of numerous poetry books, including The Middle
Ages (Red Mountain Press, 2018), Rowing Inland (Wayne State University Press,
2017 ), and Street Calligraphy (Steel Toe Books, 2017 ). A native of Detroit, Daniels
is the Thomas S. Baker University Professor at Carnegie Mellon University.
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JOANNE ROCKY DELAPLAINE’s first poetry book, The Local World, will be
published by Imprint in 2019. Her work has appeared in Poet Lore, Beltway Poetry
Quarterly, Ekphrastic Review, Innisfree, Potomac Review, Tinderbox Poetry Journal,
and elsewhere. She co-directs the Café Muse reading series in Chevy Chase,
Maryland.
DANNY DUFFY, an acquisitions assistant at the University Press of Florida,
moonlights as a queer poet. His poems have appeared in The Times Literary
Supplement and Rabbit. He has received scholarships from the Community of
Writers at Squaw Valley and the North Street Collective.
DARA ELERATH received her MFA in poetry from the Institute of American
Indian Arts, where she received a poetry award. Her work has been published
in AGNI and The American Poetry Review.
REBECCA FOUST’s third book, Paradise Drive, won the 2015 Press 53
Award for Poetry. Recent work has appeared in The Hudson Review, Massachusetts
Review, Pleiades, Zyzzyva, and in the Academy of American Poets’ “Poem-a-Day”
Series. Recognitions include the Cavafy Prize, the James Hearst Poetry Prize,
and fellowships from MacDowell, Sewanee, and The Frost Place. She is Marin
County’s new poet laureate.
ALBERT GARCIA is the author of three books of poetry: Rainshadow (Copper
Beech Press, 1996), Skunk Talk (Bear Star Press, 2005), and A Meal Like That
(Brick Road Poetry Press, 2015). His poems have been published in Prairie
Schooner, North American Review, Poetry East, and Yankee, among others. He
works as an administrator at Sacramento City College.
E. LAURA GOLBERG emigrated from England to the United States at age 21.
Her poetry has appeared in such journals as Birmingham Poetry Review, RHINO,
Gargoyle, and THAT Literary Review. In 2011, she won first place in the DC
Commission on the Arts Larry Neal Poetry Competition.
E.A. GREENWELL, who has received fellowships from Writing in the Wild
and the Centrum Writers’ Conference, was the 2016–17 PEN/Margery David
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Boyden Wilderness Writing Resident. His work has appeared in Boston Review,
Terrain.org, Moss, and other publications. He works on land-conservation issues
with tribes, NGOs, government entities, and private landowners in Oregon.
JAN C. GROSSMAN’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Salmagundi,
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THINK Journal, Plainsongs, and American Arts Quarterly, among others.
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Foundation. He spent a Fulbright year as poet-in-residence at the American
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work there.
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the Dream and What Narcissism Means to Me, a finalist for the National Book Critics
Circle Award. Tres Chicas Books published Recent Changes in the Vernacular in
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HONORÉE FANONNE JEFFERS is the author of four books of poetry—most
recently, The Glory Gets (Wesleyan, 2015). She has received numerous awards
and recognitions, including an NEA fellowship and the Harper Lee Award
for Literary Distinction, a lifetime achievement award. She lives and teaches
in Oklahoma.
CHELSEA KRIEG received her MFA in poetry from North Carolina State
University. Winner of the ninth annual Nazim Hikmet Poetry Competition,
she has published in such journals as Bellevue Literary Review, The McNeese Review,
and Medical Literary Messenger. She serves as a poetry reader for Raleigh Review.
MICHAEL LAUCHLAN’s most recent collection is Trumbull Ave. (Wayne State
University Press, 2015). His poems have appeared widely in such journals as
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the New England Review, Virginia Quarterly Review, North American Review, Tar River
Poetry, Harpur Palate, Poetry Ireland, and Valparaiso Poetry Review.
FRANNIE LINDSAY fifth volume of poetry is If Mercy (The Word Works,
2016). Her work has appeared in The Atlantic, The American Poetry Review, The
Yale Review, FIELD, Crazyhorse, Hunger Mountain, Salamander, and Best American
Poetry 2014. Lindsay, a classical pianist, is currently working on her sixth
collection.
PETER LEIGHT lives in Amherst, Massachusetts. His poems have been
published in such journals as The Paris Review, AGNI, Antioch Review, Beloit Poetry
Journal, FIELD, and Raritan.
PAUL MARTIN is the author of Closing Distances (Backwaters Press, 2009) and
three award-winning chapbooks: Floating on the Lehigh (Grayson Books), Rooms
of the Living (Autumn House Press), and Mourning Dove, which won Comstock
Review’s Jessie Bryce Niles Chapbook Prize.
PABLO MEDINA is the author of four novels, a memoir, four books of
translations, and nine collections of poetry, most recently The Island Kingdom
(Hanging Loose Press, 2015) and Soledades (poems in Spanish). He is currently
Distinguished Writer in Residence at Emerson College.
MICHAEL MINASSIAN’s poems have appeared in such journals as Comstock
Review, Evansville Review, Main Street Rag, The Broken Plate, and Third Wednesday as
well as Poet Lore. He is a contributing editor for Verse-Virtual, an online magazine.
His chapbooks include poetry (The Arboriculturist, 2010) and photography
(Around the Bend, 2017).
D. NURKSE’s tenth poetry collection, Love in the Last Days: After Tristan and
Iseult, was published by Knopf in the fall of 2017. He’s the recipient of a literature
award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
ELIZABETH O’BRIEN has received a Minnesota Emerging Writers’ Grant
through the Loft Literary Center and the James Wright Poetry Award from the
Academy of American Poets. Her work appears in the New England Review, The
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Rumpus, Ploughshares, and Tin House, among others. Her first chapbook, A Secret
History of World Wide Outage, is available from Diode Editions.
WALE OWOADE is a writer, poet, and culture critic living in Nigeria—and
the founder of the African journal EXPOUND. His writing can be found in
African American Review, Transition, Guernica, Duende, The Brooklyn Review, and The
Collagist, among others. His works have been translated into Bengali, German,
and Spanish.
DEBORAH PAREDEZ is the author of two poetry collections: This Side of Skin
(Wings Press) and Year of the Dog, forthcoming from BOA Editions. Her work
has appeared in The New York Times, Poetry, and Los Angeles Review of Books, among
others. Co-founder and co-director of CantoMundo, a national organization
for Latinx poets, she teaches creative writing and ethnic studies at Columbia.
MATTHEW PORTO holds an MFA in poetry from Boston University. His
poetry has appeared recently in Crosswinds, SWAMP, Strange Horizons, and A Packet
of Poems for Ezra Pound (a Clemson University Press anthology). He is currently
pursuing a PhD in creative writing at Texas Tech University.
GRETCHEN PRIMACK is the author of Visiting Days (forthcoming from
Willow Books) and two other poetry collections, Doris’ Red Spaces and Kind.
Her poems have appeared in The Paris Review, FIELD, Ploughshares, and Poet Lore,
among others. She has worked for many years in prison education programs as
an administrator and teacher.
EMILY RANSDELL’s work has been published in such journals as The Cortland
Review, Ruminate, and American Life in Poetry. A two-time Pushcart Prize nominee
and a finalist for the Rattle Poetry Prize, she divides her time between Camas,
Washington, and the Oregon coast.
JOSEPH ROSS is the author of three books of poetry: Ache (Sibling Rivalry
Press, 2017), Gospel of Dust (2013) and Meeting Bone Man (2012)—both from
Main Street Rag Publishing. His poems appear in many anthologies and journals.
He teaches English and creative writing at Gonzaga College High School in
Washington, DC, and writes at JosephRoss.net.
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LEE ROSSI’s latest collection, Darwin’s Garden, will be published by Moon Tide
Press in early 2019. Earlier books include Ghost Diary and Wheelchair Samurai.
His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Spillway, The Southern Review,
Chiron Review, Southwest Review, and many other venues. Find his reviews and
interviews at thepedestalmagazine.com and poetryflash.org.
MYRA SKLAREW has published collections of poetry, essays, and fiction.
Her research study, A Survivor Named Trauma: Holocaust Memory in Lithuania,
forthcoming from SUNY Press, is based on visits to numerous villages and
interviews since 1993. A recently completed poetry collection about human
resilience is called Sing, Little Collar Button.
MATTHEW J. SPIRENG is the author of two poetry collections—What
Focus Is (WordTech Communications, 2014) and Out of Body, which won the
2004 Bluestem Poetry Award and was published in 2006 by Bluestem Press at
Emporia State University—and five chapbooks.
GARY STEIN holds an MFA from the University of Iowa and is the author of
the forthcoming collection Touring the Shadow Factory (Brick Road Poetry Press,
2019). His poems have appeared in such journals as Poetry, Prairie Schooner,
Gargoyle, and Folio—and in a number of anthologies. He co-edited Cabin Fever, a
poetry anthology published by The Word Works.
HENRY TAYLOR has published eight books of poems. His fourth, The Flying
Change, received the Pulitzer Prize in poetry. His recent work has appeared in
Smartish Pace, Friends Journal, and The Roanoke Review. Retired since 2003 from
American University, he lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with his beloved wife.
JACQUELINE ALLEN TRIMBLE is a Cave Canem fellow and an Alabama
State Council on the Arts literary fellow. Her poetry has appeared widely in
such journals as The Louisville Review, The Offing, and Blue Lake Review. Her first
collection, American Happiness, won the 2016 Balcones Poetry Prize.
JULIE WALLS lives in southern Virginia, where she works as a social worker
and runs art-based therapeutic groups for foster children.
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BRUCE WILLARD’s two poetry collections, Holding Ground (2013) and Violent
Blues (2016), were published by Four Way Books. In recent years, his poems
have appeared in such journals as African American Review, AGNI, Harvard Review,
Ploughshares, Salamander, and The Cortland Review. For more information, go to
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